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2022 REGISTRATION
SUFC is looking forward to welcoming back all
players, coaches, managers, and families in 2022.
Online registration will go live in the first week of
January with Clubhouse registration evenings
planned for late January.
Mini Roos and SSF Muster Days will take place in
February.
Please monitor the Club’s website and Facebook
page for confirmation
and share with friends and teammates.
Remember to apply for your 2022 Active Kids
Voucher and register as early as possible.
See you all next year!

We anticipated during our 2020 season that season 2021 may well be filled with similar
challenges. Despite a very positive start, unfortunately, the season once again was cut
short with most competitions finishing their season with only a handful games remaining.
Despite the setback from season 2020, our registration numbers remained strong across
all age groups with the club registering 1020 players for season 2021.
We enjoyed success on the field with a number of teams in very good positions on their
way to potentially securing premierships. The launch of the Waratah and Ruby Leagues
by the NFA was a great success with Springwood United performing well on the field
bringing some high-quality, entertaining football to Summerhayes Park.

Chairmans Report

The Club continues to grow in our Female Football space with a strong representation of
all-female teams across all our age groups with female players making up one third of the
Club’s players.
Financially, the Club remains strong despite the impact of the shortened season.
Revenue this season was largely boosted by the outstanding support from our sponsors
whom we cannot thank enough.
With the help of the NFA and the BMCC, Springwood United applied for a number of
grants throughout the season with no success. We will not let that deter us and will
continue to explore future opportunities to find ways to invest back into our Club to do all
we can to better the playing experience for the members of our Club.
I would like to thank all members from our wonderful committees who continue to work in
the background ensuring football happens. You are a wonderful asset to our Club.
I would also like to thank the NFA and FNSW as they continue to work through the many
challenges that continue to present during these challenging times.
Lastly, I would like to thank each and every player, coach, manager and parent for your
cooperation, support and understanding throughout the season.
Peter Dempsey
Chairman
Springwood United Football Club
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Despite the shortened season, the Club is still in a financially strong position as we leave
season 2021. Registration numbers, sponsorship and merchandise sales has been very
strong.
With canteen revenue down due to the season ending abruptly, the Club was successful
in receiving a grant from the NSW Government to make up the short coming. The grant
has allowed the Club to put provisions in place to compensate reregistration fees for
returning players in season 2022.
Over the last four years, the Club has been provisioning for new shirts which have now
been ordered and will hopefully land this side of Christmas. The Management Committee
have been busy working with some of our members on the new design and look forward
to launching in season 2022.
We entered a new agreement with Pro Football Group (Umbro), who will provide the new
shirts and team wear for the next three years.

Finance Report

We would also welcome new and returning major sponsors to Springwood United:







Hi-Flo Plumbing – Shirt Sponsor (Home Kit)
eSmart Solar - Shirt Sponsor (Home Kit)
LISTER – Shirt Sponsor (Home Kit)
McGrath – Short Sponsor (Club)
Carters – MiniRoos Sponsor.

Your support is greatly appreciated!!
I would like to wrap up by expressing my thanks to all the volunteers, albeit Committee,
coaches, mums, and dads that dedicate their time in making football happen – thank you!!
Wayne Marvin
Finance Officer
Springwood United Football Club
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I took over the role of Football Manager in June and would like to take the opportunity to
thank Damon Dreves for his work with the Club over many years, including recent roles
as Competition Secretary and Football Manager. We welcome Damon's continued
support as the Club Chaplain moving forward. Thank you, Damon.
Not long after taking the role of Football Manager the Covid restrictions hit, and the Club
once again found itself wondering how the season would end. We are well aware now of
how things worked out and can only reflect on what might have been for season 2021.

Football Managers Report

Besides the hundreds of happy faces playing football every weekend, we were
experiencing good times at the Club with the canteen back to full operation, merchandise
being sold, the weather was getting better, our grounds were in good shape and many of
our teams were performing very well on the park.
When the season was finally abandoned, the Club had a number of senior and junior
competition teams on top of their league tables, or in the hunt and likely to play finals
football.
One of the highlights for me of this season was forming our Ruby and Waratah League
teams. This process started in the end of 2020, and we saw some great results and
progress from all three teams as wells as some great games at Summerhayes Park. Both
teams were finals bound should the season have continued, and this sets up an exciting
2022 season.
A lot of work from members of the Club’s committees also saw our Lyrebirds 'All Abilities
Football Program' get off the ground and it was great to have Chris and our new members
with us on a Saturday morning in full kit, smiling and enjoying the match day experience
that it is playing for SUFC at a bustling Summerhayes Park.
We now look to next season, and I am excited about all that we can accomplish with a
smooth transition back to football in the new year. In the meantime, I would encourage
you to consider volunteering and being part of a great group of people who strive every
week to get our 1000 strong player base on the park and keep this Club moving forward.
Finally, I would like to thank all the players, coaches, managers, parents, grandparents
and families, sponsors, suppliers, and our hard-working committee members (and their
partners) who helped get the most out of a challenging season.
I am really looking forward to next season and hope you are all keen to hit the park again
and join us in 2022.
Dale Wade-Ferrell
Football Manager
Springwood United Football Club
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Springwood United FC has celebrated another milestone year for female football. With
over 250 registered participants, we have seen another successful year. We have been
able to field all-female teams for the U8 girls through to the O30 women. For the first time,
the Nepean Football Association (NFA) was able to run all-female divisions for the U8 and
U9 girls. SUFC had 18 female teams compete in each available age group.

Female Football Report

This year saw the launch of the Ruby League by NFA. This competition caters to the
highest level of competition for our senior women. Our SUFC women finished second on
the competition table - a successful first season for our players! Our Intermediate ladies
team served as a reserve grade for the Ruby League and were given the opportunity to
play up into the league. Our Junior girls, we look forward to 2022 as this season has
demonstrated the depth of talent available within our Club.
SUFC continued with the development of our female players with the opportunity for our
junior players to participate in several specialised training sessions. We offered small
group sessions for those new to football where the fundamentals of football were taught
over several weeks. Striker and goalkeeper training was also made available for girls
wishing to further develop their skills and gameplay. We streamlined training nights to
provide female teams the opportunity to train together across age groups, allowing age
cohorts to get to know each other and hold joint training sessions. Older teams were able
to mentor younger teams and cross club connections were formed. Coaches formed
relationships with other teams and organised joint training sessions and friendly games.
NFA provided a skills workshop for our female footballers to work with Leah Blaney, exMatilda and current Young Matilda's coach. The workshops were well represented by
SUFC players and coaches who benefited from the opportunity.
We celebrated our achievements in female football during Female Football Week. Our
social media campaign shone a light on the female contribution made to SUFC, be it
through playing, coaching, managing, refereeing, or as members of the SUFC committee.
We also celebrated the broader football community who continues to support the growth
of female participation. Ladies Night saw all involved in female football enjoy a great night
at Summerhayes Park. Supported by Football NSW, Nepean FC, and The Wanderers FC
W-League, our female players came together to play games and share a meal. There was
lots of fun, laughter, and opportunities to form connections and make new friends.
SUFC is fortunate to have a core of hard-working committee, coaches, and managers
dedicated to the growth and development of female football. NFA continues to maintain
its commitment to providing opportunities to our female players. We thank the Association
and the Committee for valuing female football and for continuing to explore ways to
enhance the player experience and opportunity.
2022 will be an exciting year for female football as we head toward the Women's World
Cup in 2023. SUFC will continue its commitment to providing playing and development
opportunities for our female players.
If you are interested in playing or coaching at Springwood United FC, please email
femalefootball@springwoodunited.com.au for further information.
For sponsorship packages please contact vicechairman@springwoodunited.com.au
We are very excited about season 2022 and we look forward to welcoming back our
players, coaches, and managers.
Megan Ghilchrist & René Dempsey
Female Football Co-Ordinators
Springwood United Football Club
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Age Co-Ordinators - Junior & Senior Teams

All Abilities Football Co-ordinator

Jacqui Sherriff

Mini Roos Co-ordinator

Tenille Weir

U5 Age Co-ordinator

Mel Deighton

U6 Age Co-ordinator

Kirsty Lennard

U7 Age Co-ordinator

Tenille Weir

Small Sided Football Co-ordinator

Tenille Weir

U8 Age Co-ordinator

Sarah Mogharrebin

U9 Age Co-ordinator

Therese Konwerski

U10 Age Co-ordinator

Simon Lyne

Junior Football Representative

Jonathon Duck

U11 Age Co-ordinator

Jess Taylor

U12 Age Co-ordinator

Brendan Cusack

U13 Age Co-ordinator

Ross Kirkham

U14 Age Co-ordinator

Greg Sawyer

U15 Age Co-ordinator

Holly Murphy

U16 Age Co-ordinator

Peter Laylor

Female Football Co-ordinator

René Dempsey & Megan Gilchrist

Junior Female Football Representative

Megan Gilchrist

Senior Male Football Representative

Chris Batchelor

Senior Female Football Representative

Annette Harrop
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Football 4 All Team Report
Lyrebirds (non-competition)
One of the great pleasures of the 2021 season was the introduction of the Club's first Football 4 All
Lyrebirds team!
Despite a slow start to enrolments, the Club was determined to see the Lyrebirds take the field this
year. We were thrilled to see the team grow from one member to a strong and eager group of twelve,
lead by our newest coach, former Paralympian, Christoper Pyne and assistant coaches, Carolyn
Edwards and Harrison Stevens, who all gave their time voluntarily to support this new initiative. We
are so grateful for their contribution.
It has been a huge joy to see this lively and excited group of kids take the field each week. We've
loved watching them learn new skills and challenge themselves to be better soccer players. The Club
would like to thank these families for taking a leap of faith with us to get this team up and running.
We hope the Lyrebirds team will grow from year to year and that we have many returning players in
2022. If you are interested in playing with the Lyrebirds, or know anyone who is, please email
lyrebirds@springwoodunited.com.au. We can't wait to see you all in action next year!
Jacqui Sherriff
Lyrebirds Co-Ordinator
What a start to the life of the Lyrebirds. We started the season with only a handful of players and
ended with more than a full team. The improvement by every player throughout the year was amazing.
We were hoping to have a friendly game with Hazelbrook FC but the end of the season was impacted
by Covid.
This is a team that will only get better as we play together more and more. As a coach, I am bursting
with pride for every player and their efforts. These players epitomise what it means play football.
A special thanks goes to Kate, Caz, and Harrison who always coach this team every week. We
wouldn't be here without you. To the Club whose support in getting this side up and running was
immense, thank you to all involved. 2022 will be a big year for the Lyrebirds. I'm so proud of you all.
Players:

Ashton
Cooper,
Kate
Simmons,
Darcey
Dunn,
Emily
Gillen,
Thomas Gillen, Jarrah Kent, Edward Lennon, Molly Maddocks, Oliver Maddocks,
Connor Moses, Cailen Priora, Noah Simmons, Sophia Veira

Coach: Chris Pyne

Manager: Carolyn Edwards & Kate Simmons

Assistant Coach: Harrison Stevens
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MiniRoos / Small-Sided Football Team Reports
.

U5 Alligators (non-competition)
The U5 Alligators had a great start to their first ever season of playing soccer. They had so much fun
making new friends and learning new skills. It's been so good to see them try their hardest and figure
out how to work as a team, which goal to aim for, and sometimes which field to play on! They're such
a wonderful bunch of characters, it's been a real pleasure watching their confidence grow each game
and seeing their faces light up when they're on the field and working together.
Special thanks goes to Armen for putting in the time to coach our little people and the wonderful
support crew of parents, grandparents and friends who showed up bright and early on those cold
winter mornings to cheer our team on.
We're sad we didn't get to complete the season in full, but the time we did have has sparked a passion
for playing in them all and we can't wait to have another go next year.
Players: Madison Diskin, Ayla Fracaro, Casey Giragossian, Alyvia Smolkowicz, Elias Viitanen,
Deacon Williams
Coach: Armen Giragossian

Manager: Emma Miszalski

U5 Bears (non-competition)
We thoroughly enjoyed the time we got to play this season, our Bears were absolutely devastated
when our season was cut short this year.
Our "Grizzly" Bears, over our short season, turned into our "Teddy" Bears as they looked forward to
each training session and game days.
Our long awaited first training session will never be forgotten. As the boys started, it poured down with
rain as we watched the other teams disappear from the fields. Our Bears were so excited to play, they
soldiered on through the rain and had a blast, albeit mums, dads, and Bears were all drenched to the
bone.
It was a heart-warming to watch our Bears build confidence in their abilities, overcome their fears and
build friendships.
Before this season, I was told there is nothing better then watching U5 teams play football and that
was absolutely right! There were tears, tantrums, cartwheels, cloud gazing, slipping over in the rain,
new friends for our Cubs and parents alike.
Although our season was quite short, our memories are very sweet and this was definitely the
highlight our 2021.
A massive thank-you to our coach Tony, you were amazing with all of our boys and they utterly adored
you.
Players: Riley Bruce, Riley Cameron, Lucas Carson, Eddie Dean, Jack Dighton, Cooper New
Coach: Tony Dean & Chris New

Manager: Amy Bruce
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U5 Foxes (non-competition)
What a memorable first season of soccer for the fantastic Foxes! From the first training session, it was
clear that all six players were there to have fun and learn some soccer skills. That is exactly what they
did, and we couldn't wipe the smiles off their faces all season.
Training sessions were a blast with plenty of team spirit, lots of laughs and too many chicken noises!
All the players showed great improvement with ball control, striking and defence.
As the season progressed it was obvious that the Foxes weren't just a soccer team, they were great
mates. Looking forward to the 2022 season for this team of champions. Three cheers for the Foxes!!!
Players: Sarah Baber, Byron Daniel, Dominic Magagna, Nicholas Papagianis, Beau Stride,
Micah Tabrett
Coach: Walter Magagna

Manager: Stacy Magagna

U5 Monkeys (non-competition)
What an incredible team the U5's Monkeys have been. The season started off with much enthusiasm
that continued on throughout the season.Training was spent with smiles on faces and many giggles
while they developed skills that will help them grow into amazing footballers. They learnt team spirit,
made new friends and I am just so proud of them all.
Thank you to our amazing, patient coach for shuffling your schedule around for these little champs.
Even though we had several washed out game days and now lockdown, it has been a fun filled
season I'm sure they will never forget. Congratulations, Monkeys!
Players: Oliver Chalk, Eliza Crowther, Lachlan Moore, Easton Stevens, Hamish Turnbull,
Georgia Tyrer
Coach: Derek Moore

Manager: Vanessa Turnbull & Lisa Nixon

U5 Tigers (non-competition)
The U5 Tigers, a team who was ready to take the world by storm, consisted of some of the finest
footballers to ever grace the hallowed meadows of Summerhayes Park.
Harrison - the man, the myth, the legend, Hudson - goal scoring machine, Marley - speedy Gonzalez
with a bullet kick, Harry - coolest dude on the field, Rocco - the rock of Gibraltar, our defensive
powerhouse, Eddie - lightning down the wing.
Starting off, I could tell these kids were destined for greatness. Their enthusiasm at training, especially
‘What’s the Time Mr Wolf' and 'Get the Chicken Egg', showed how well they listened and brought fun
to the game the following week.
Although a little shy at the start of the season, these kids grew together each week by developing their
team and personal skills. Gradually, the Tigers would work better and better together, and it showed
on game day. By the end of our season, we were really hitting our stride, these kids were amazing,
and we all couldn't be more proud.
A BIG thank you to all the parents and cheer squads braving the cold mornings and winter nights. We
could really see how your help and guidance showed in the kids. Thank you, Tigers for being
yourselves. Hope to see you all next season.
Players: Harrison Boys, Marley Desailly, Hudson Hodge, Harry Merton, Eddie Rakete
Henderson, Rocco Rosa
Coach: Michelle Desailly & Matt Philbrook

Manager: Jennifer Hodge & Rebecca Merton
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U5 Wolves (non-competition)
Well, it was short and sweet given Covid, but the Wolves had lots of fun playing their first season
together. The Wolves are very keen and excited to play again next year. The highlight for the Wolves
was training night instead of the actual game on Saturdays because they got to play ‘Mr Freeze’!
Players: Ethan Bowron, Vincent Erickson, Reuben George, Archer Perkins, Kayden Schuback
Coach: Andre George

Manager: Brenton Schuback

U6 Alligators (non-competition)
The U6 Alligators had a few new players join us this year, being new to soccer too. By the time our
season abruptly ended you'd have thought that we'd played together as a team for many years judging
by their camaraderie, smiles, being proud of and celebrating each other's achievements equally.
Everyone's skills greatly improved throughout the half season that we managed to play this year ie.
passing the ball to each other, planning and then moving to where we think the ball will go, or where
we feel we need to be, increasing our speed, and developing our accuracy. We look forward to further
honing those skills next season and for many seasons after (fingers, toes, arms and legs crossed).
The U6 Alligators are a great team to be a part of and they're a great bunch of kids on and off the field.
Players: Kailen Adamson, Quinn Adamson, Ruby
Owen Murawski, Imogen Robinson, Riley Williams
Coach: Michael Adamson

Hather,

Josephine

Maddigan,

Manager: Melissa Hather

U6 Bears (non-competition)
What an exciting and fun start to the season; developing new ball skills, passing, shooting and working
on team work. It was so nice to welcome the new members of the Bears and it did not take long at all
for them to fit in. It was such a lot of fun to watch the kids form friendships at training and on game
day. I have thoroughly enjoyed having the opportunity to coach the Bears and I am disappointed the
season was cut short. I hope everyone has a safe end to 2021 and bring on the 2022 season. Go the
Bears!!!
Players: Jude Blessing, Ella Donoghue, Chad Lennard, Elliott Perry Crawford, Franklin Saville,
Madeleine Thatcher, Nathan Woods
Coaches: Kurt Blessing

Manager: Kirsty Lennard

U6 Dingoes (non-competition)
An amazing year for our little team: all the kids’ first year playing together and having a great time.
We had a great season, be it short, where the kids learnt a lot about the basics of football and learnt
the importance of teamwork and sportsmanship.
Looking forward to 2022, go Dingoes!
Players: Ada Bail, Nixon Cannata, Harrison Chalk, Violet Heaven, Avaya Richardson,
Aleksander Urban, Zoe Wilcox
Coach: Anna Bail

Manager: Melissah Heaven
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U6 Emus (non-competition)
From the very start of the season, the U6 Emus were having a great time, enjoying each others’
company and friendly competitiveness amongst the group. With the addition of a few new players from
the year before, we had a great bunch of boys. The three new recruits were quick catch on with skills
and enthusiasm, especially on game days.
While it sometimes might be a challenge reining in six energetic boys to concentrate for our training
drills, it was a pleasure for the coach and manager to provide some enjoyment for the boys during the
week.
By the time the season was coming to a close, the boys were engaged and focused during the training
sessions and, most importantly, enjoying themselves while doing it. The teamwork displayed by the
boys during game was one of the highlights of the season. No doubt this would have kept improving if
the season played out. It was an unfortunate way to end the season so abruptly, but we all certainly
had a lot of fun and are looking forward to catching up again soon to have a kick.
Players: Will Buchanan, Oakley Bull, Alex Duproy, Patrick Frazer, William Lo Cascio,
Theodore Turner, Lucas Watt
Coach: Ben Frazer

Manager: Sean Bull

U6 Foxes (non-competition)
What another great season for the U6 Foxes! It is wonderful to see how much the boys have enjoyed
playing together each week. All the boys worked very hard together at training sessions and this
showed on the pitch on the weekends. The U6 Foxes built on their soccer skills this year and practiced
lots of passing the ball to each other during games. The best part this year was seeing how much their
team work has improved.
A big thanks to the wonderful group of parents who have braved the chilly nights at training and
cheered on all the boys on the weekends.
A special thanks to coach Steve (and helpers Nic and Ali) - you have helped the boys grow as a team
and make sure they continue to enjoy playing the game. Your knowledge and professionalism is
setting some great foundations for the years to come.
And thank you to a lovely bunch of boys. Your friendship and sportsmanship make your dads, mums,
aunties, uncles, and grandparents all so very proud! Thank you to the SUFC coordinators that made
the 2021 season possible.
Players: Hunter Bracegirdle, Elijah Nanva, Declan O'Shea, Heath Peck, Jack Seymour,
Arthur Thorpe, Flynn Webb
Coach: Steve Seymour

Manager: Sally Deans

U6 Giraffes (non-competition)
Another wonderful year of football for the Giraffes - such a shame that the comp was cut short! The
girls all very much look forward to seeing each other at training and on match day; each arriving player
greeted by a thoroughly Covid-unsafe group hug on the side of the field. Despite adding some new
training games to the repertoire (‘Crossing the River’ was a good newbie), ‘Fishy Fishy’ remained
everyone's favourite (as good as the post-training trip to the playground!). Everyone's individual skills
have continued to grow, both with the ball and in defence. Lots of the little things have really clicked.
And as the season progressed so did the teamwork - especially looking to pass to other players. Give
yourselves a pat on the back, Giraffes!
Players: Alannah Clark, Juliet Colyer, Zoe Edmunds, Ivy Grace Matthews, Harriet Medlin,
Isla Mogharrebin, Esther Smith
Coach: Nicholas Colyer

Manager: Sarah Mogharrebin
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U6 Kangaroos (non-competition)
The Kangaroos had a great season, with lots of new players, we all learnt some great skills, and
achieved big smiles from all the parents and kids at both games and training. We learned a lot of great
team work, and that is with a big thank you to our coach, Martin.
A huge congratulations to all the players, turning up with smiles and having a go, and to the parents
enduring some very cold nights of training and even colder early mornings. See you next year.
Players:

Harrison Bishop, Gwynevere De Beauclair, Ziggy
Estelle Livingston, Vincent McWilliam, Austin Salmon

Coach: Martin Livingston

Kirby,

Ava-Jade

Kwok,

Manager: Bradley McWilliam

U6 Lions (non-competition)
Congratulations to the Under 6 Lions on a wonderful first year playing together. It has been very
rewarding watching this energetic group of boys and one girl improve their skills from week to week
and learn to play together as a team. You should all be very proud of yourselves, and your mums,
dads and families look forward to watching your soccer skills continue to grow and develop!
Thank you to coach Andrew, for your patience and guidance teaching the Lions new skills this year,
and also to our fill-in coaches during the season, Kate and Ken. A big thank you also to my comanager, Cherie for taking care of the shirts and helping with the subs each week!
Lastly, thank you to the Under 6 Lions parents and grandparents for all your efforts in getting the kids
to training and games each week.
Players: Bruce Bailey, Archie Brown, Elliott Harper, Dustin McLeod, London Rawlings,
Darcey Thomas, Lucas Wronski
Coach: Andrew Brown

Manager: Simone Thomas

U6 Tigers (non-competition)
2021 saw the return of five of our team from last season with every single player showing huge
growth, and all players eager to play on the field! This growth was amazing to see.
We had two new players added to our team this year, which meant we had a full team of excitable
boys, who all did their best and had fun!
The 2021 season saw improved ball skills, improved team work skills with lots of laughs and fun each
Saturday morning. 2021 also bought with it a blossoming passion for football and some competitive
fun from some of our little players which was really exciting to see play out on the field.
Overall we had a fabulous 2021 season, despite the shortened season, and we are looking forward to
returning in 2022!
Players: Elijah Alpeche, Samuel Chapman, Aaron George, Quinn Peake, Zac Rawlinson,
Malachi Sands, Caleb Skinner
Coach: Norman Alpeche & Rickilee Sands

Manager: Mary-Ann Alpeche

U6 Wolves (non-competition)
The U6 Wolves kicked off to a strong start with a new team mate and the usual motley crew. The boys
have had a blast playing this year, as well as strengthening some already well established friendships.
Thanks to all the mums and dads for their support. The Wolves love to play soccer and this year, that
is exactly what they've done.
Players: Arthur Dundas, Eric Hami-Razavi, Nate Harris, Finn Henderson, Lucas Moutsos,
Parker Robinson, Zaki Selimi
Coach: Hess Hami & Sam Harris

Manager: Bec Harris
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U7 Alligators (non-competition)
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
Players: Benjamin Byrne, Alexander Carson, Elliott Carter, Markus Crncec, Henry Dean,
Beau Sheens, Hugo Veira
Coach: Joel Carson

Manager: Scott Byrne

U7 Bears (non-competition)
This year saw two new players join the Bears. Combined with talent emerging from our existing
players, the Bears really came on in leaps and bounds this year. Sometimes quite literally!
The Bears really hold their own on the field, playing with confidence and composure. They give their
best every game, showing strength in their teamwork and sportsmanship. Well done boys. Your
coach, managers and families are so proud of each and every one of you!
Their skills and love of the game have been thanks to their coach Craig, who has done well guiding
them through drills at training, and always encouraging them to play with determination. Thank you,
Craig, for the support you show the boys, it is greatly appreciated.
Also a special thanks to Alicia, for stepping up as assistant manager, it's been great having your help
during the season, the games wouldn't run smoothly without you!
Lastly, thank you to all the parents of the Bears, who have endless sideline encouragement for the
boys, willing to step in and help when needed.
It's been a great season, even though it was cut short. I hope the boys all return next year. Lets get
them out on the big fields and show everyone what we've got!
Bring on season 2022!!
Players: Harrison Betts, Brady Bowman, Rocco Burns, Archie Herring, Hunter Jenkins,
Logan Veres, Dylan Weir
Coach: Craig Weir

Manager: Alicia Veres & Tenille Weir

U7 Dingoes (non-competition)
The U7 Dingoes had a fantastic start to the season in 2021. With a lot of fresh faces, it was great to
see how quickly they gelled both as players and friends, and it was an absolute pleasure as parents to
see them run out and have fun each week. We hope to see you all back again next year.
Players: Liam Blondahl, Natalie Duck, Gabriel Easton, Kit Edmonds, Archer Harris,
Cohen Perkins, Freyja Thompson
Coach: James Blondahl

Manager: Melissa Perkins

U7 Emus (non-competition)
The U7 Emus were a determined and fun loving bunch who enjoyed their soccer and the camaraderie
of being part of a team. Week in, week out they persevered, gave their best and were a delight to
watch when in full flight - not like your traditional emus. Well done Amelia, Ari, Jaxon, Harrison,
Marley, Marlow and Tommy!
Players: Tommy Durkin, Jaxon Galea, Harrison Lewis, Ari Mascord, Marlow Nash,
Amelia Swindle, Marley Witton
Coach: Jarrod Nash & Danielle Swindle

Manager: Eoin Durkin
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U7 Foxes (non-competition)
The Foxes have had an extremely successful and fun year of soccer together. This was all but one
players’ first season of soccer and I am extremely proud of how far they have all come.
After almost every game, coaches of the other teams were extremely surprised to hear that this was
their first year together due to how well they play as a team, their skills, and the bonds they have
created. It was very pleasing to see how the kids rallied together and celebrated as a team when we
scored and encouraged each other when they conceded.
During the first game of the season, I do not recall more than one pass being made, but now the kids
are passing the ball around at a level well beyond their age. All of the kids are a pleasure to be around
and I look forward to seeing how much they can progress when we get the chance to have a full
season together.
Foxes, you should all be proud of your first season together and look forward to many more seasons
to come.
Players: Madeline Crowther, Tennyson Douglas, Marc-Russell Mann, Zachary Mullinger,
Jude Turnbull, Logan Wallace
Coach: Brett Mullinger & James Wallace

Manager: Rachael Mullinger

U7 Giraffes (non-competition)
This was a very disrupted season for the Giraffes with limited opportunities to train and then play, with
weather and Covid-19 making it very hard to play. It was a challenge for the team to pick themselves
up and work on their skills each week. I could not be any prouder of the boys and girls for the
commitment they showed everytime we trained and played. Their development is evident; in the first
few games we suffered heavy defeats, but by the end of the season we played the same teams again,
and either won, or had significant improvements against them. I was most proud of how each of the
kids conducted themselves; they played fairly and did their best every week. With more opportunities
to train and work on their skills they will all develop into great footballers. It was great to be part of this
group.
Players: Clara Baines, Richie Costello, Ethan De Beauclair, Indiana Grosse, Boston Patten,
Maximus Taffel-Goodwin, Molly Vachalec
Coach: Jeff Baines, Simone Edwards & Darren Patten

Manager: Danielle Grosse

U7 Lions (non-competition)
The Lions got off to a ROARING start in the 2021 season. They showed enthusiasm and excitement
to get to know each team mate and head into games cheering for their team! They all had fabulous
kicking skills to begin with but before long developed solid dribbling and passing skills. In the end they
had fun and laughter together, looking forward to an uninterrupted season in 2022! Go The Lions .....
ROARRRRRR!
Players:

Emile Dunn, Archie Green,
William Perkins, Jaxon Ritchie

Hugo Hodge,

Coach: Kirralea Green

Liam

Honeywood,

Luke

Kleyn,

Manager: Patrick Dunn
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U7 Monkeys (non-competition)
Our Monkeys had another fantastic year of fun, fitness and friendship on the football field. It is
unfortunate that the season was cut short just as the boys were deepening their understanding of the
game and developing their individual football skills beautifully. The Monkeys performed consistently
well throughout the season, and learnt important lessons in both how to be humble in success and
gracious in defeat. This year some new friendships were made and existing friendships were
strengthened. The boys learnt the importance of team spirit and that encouraging each other and
building one another up is an important key for success.
We are all very proud of our Monkeys! Throughout the season the boys epitomised our team motto:
ALWAYS try our best and NEVER give up! Go Monkeys!!!
Players: Keanu Gonzalez Capote, Talen Hagelburg, Charles Kirton, Xavier Ligteringen,
Bede Magee, Cameron Scott-Majhet, Charlie Wells
Coach: Matt Ligteringen

Manager: Tim Hagelburg

U7 Tigers (non-competition)
All the boys had a fun time playing this short season and became friends quickly. They all progressed
well with ball skills, general understanding of the game and playing more as a team an just as
individuals. Passing and shooting was a big part of training this season and they all did great.
I enjoyed being the coach of the lads and hope they continue playing. I would also like to thank Lauren
for her efforts managing the team this season.
Players:

Jack Blunt, Charlie Cavanagh, Spencer Chie, Henry Cook, Oliver Marks,
Theodore Watson, Django Young- Kilmore

Coach: Mark Chie

Manager: Lauren Chie

U7 Wolves (non-competition)
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
Players: Jackson Chandler, Hunter Liddell, Orlando Magagna, Jay Stride, Levi Tabrett,
Jack Tyrer
Coach: Craig Liddell

Manager: Zoe Liddell

U7 Zebras (non-competition)
Though it was cut a little short, the Zebras enjoyed another great year.
The training was always fun as the Zebras continued to focus on passing, ball control, team play and
making sure they all tried hard in both attack and defence. The boys all trained hard and, as they are
getting older, it has been great to see them challenge each other at training and then bring their
improved skills into the Saturday games. The team tried hard each week to play every game in the
right spirit and their attitude and sportsmanship made for a very proud coach, manager and parents as
their effort was fantastic each week.
The Zebras (as with most teams) have definitely become more competitive as they have gotten older
and they certainly knew whether they were ahead or behind in the goal count each week. Developing
the skills to play in a positive spirit and enjoy the game regardless of the result was a great learning
experience for the kids - they learned to focus on great passes, great goals and great efforts, and that
these were more important than the final score. As always, the main joy each weekend for all of us
involved with the Zebras was watching the boys try hard and have FUN!
From all the families in the Zebras dazzle, we would like to say a big thank you to all the other U7
teams, managers and coaches and Springwood Football Club board and volunteers.
Players: Fionn Cummins, Isaac Erickson, Jack Hudson, Mac Jensen, Liam Loder,
Barnaby Prickett, Lachlan Turner
Coach: Karl Erickson

Manager: Ashlee Loder
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U8 Black (non-competition)
The Under 8 Black team came together with some players returning from U7s and others never having
played before. The boys all came together and had a great time both on and off the field, making new
friends and putting in amazing effort each week.
Each and every member of the team tried their best, kept running hard, improving on ball control,
supporting one another and all showing great sportsmanship and team camaraderie. Each member of
the team improved significantly throughout the season.
Although the season was cut short, the team is looking forward to next year. Thank you to all the
parents that came along to cheer and support the boys each week.
Players: Leon Bowman, Jake Cranston, Aiden Donovan, William Lewczak, Benjamin Mason,
Alexander Moutsos, Oliver Randall, Henry Ridge, William Stanford
Coach: Timothy Maurice Bowman

Manager: Julie Donovan

U8 Blue (non-competition)
2021 was a great year for the U8 Blues. We were lucky to keep last year's team and add some
awesome new players who fit in seamlessly.
The boys adjusted well to playing on the larger field with more space and players. They loved playing
against other clubs, where they got to play their friends from school. There is a great balance of
players, with many developing their natural abilities in attacking positions and others becoming more
confident in defensive positions. This led to some impressive goals and goal saving block and tackles.
At training, we introduced specific game positions and situation training, like how to attack and defend
during throw ins, corners and goal kicks. With the introduction of goalies, the boys took turns sharing
the role in each game with many impressive saves! There was great improvement with their dribbling
and team work skills. They would dribble past players before finding team mates with great passes.
The team always involved each other and were very supportive. We focused on teaching team work,
participation and enjoyment while improving their personal skills. The boys have developed a great
bond and comraderie throughout the year and it was a joy to coach them. We have a great manager
and parent group within the team. I would like to thank them all for their help this year because without
them weekend sport wouldn't happen.
Players: Ethan Atkinson, Jamie Baber, Lochie Carter, Vincent Catalogna, Eric Dowling,
Joshua Giurissevich, Alec Hausdorf-Adamson, Eden Hawkes, Marshall Macleay,
William Ortega, Benjamin Ralphs
Coach: Neal Hawkes

Manager: Theresa Macleay

U8 Green (non-competition)
Well, what a unprecedented season! Under 8 Green have had a great season so far playing some
super games and learning new skills. It has been a big jump from playing MiniRoos last year.
Travelling to new clubs, bigger fields and having a goal keeper have been fun!
We have had some great new faces join the team who have never played before and they are doing a
great job learning the rules and skills of the game. The little Dingoes grew into the ultimate green team
with the addition of the untapped talents of Mason, Arlen, Ayla and Aidan. The team love playing
together and are great friends.
While the season wasn't everything we hoped it would be, we were an unstoppable team when we
focused on kind and respectful behaviour. Special thanks to Andrea for her managerial efforts,
Koorosh for stepping up as coach so that this team could happen, and Deana for her unofficial efforts
as Assistant/Ethics Coach. It was lots of fun getting to know all these wonderful kids and their families
and we look forward to what's in store for 2021!
Players: Logan Atkins, Tom Boland, Jake Brandjes, Zachary Craig, Arlen Dunne, Reece Frank,
Aidan Gaffney, Ayla Gaffney, Cyrus Mogharrebin, Herbert Pain, Mason Townsend
Coach: Koorosh Mogharrebin

Manager: Andrea Boland
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U8 Maroon (non-competition)
Although it was cut short, the U8 Maroons really enjoyed their season on a bigger pitch. Lots more
opportunities for dribbling and passing, and more entertaining for the spectators on the sideline - not
forgetting the chance to put on goalie gloves and have a turn between the posts!
Unfortunately, we were without one of our teammates as Arthur Jacobson broke his arm before the
season started. Nevertheless, each member of the team benefitted from playing on the bigger pitch in
longer games. Tom and Owen covered every blade of grass during games, often playing in defence,
but starting attacks with good dribbles forward. Blake and Sonny were our trusted defenders, stopping
the opposition with well timed tackles, and finding passes forward to start our own attacks. Jesse and
Thomas were our midfield passers, who both enjoyed the space on the bigger pitch to find a pass to
one of our strikers. Zae and Henry were most happy when playing as a striker and both ran and ran all
season, as well as weighing in with plenty of goals.
Although it was disappointing that the season was cut short, the U8 Maroons had a great time, playing
games in the right spirit and with lots of energy!! A special mention to Ethan Power who very kindly
took on coaching duties in the second part of the season. Thank you, Ethan!!
Players: Jesse Bullock, Blake Cupitt Kelly, Thomas Driver, Zae Every, Thomas Hill,
Arthur Jacobson, Sonny Rakete Henderson, Owen Sutton, Henry Turbill
Coaches: Adam Bullock, Ryan Every & Ethan Power

Manager: Bec Drury

U8 Orange (non-competition)
We had a full return of all players and welcomed four new players, Brayden Northcott, Ezekiel Jacob,
Jayce Walker, and Mason Barnett.
The team has moved into the 2021 season learning a new set of skills, such as throw ins, goal
keeping and corner kicks. Thanks to coach Keiran and other fathers for their assistance with
introducing and developing the Orange’s understanding of the broader game.
We have noticed a significant improvement and commitment from all players this year. The
introduction of the four new players was seamless and all have made a valuable contribution in every
game. There was also a large focus on field positioning and developing an attacking/defensive game
plan. It worked most weeks. In saying that, the team and coach have had a solid start to a Covidbroken season. To date, the team has a for and against record of 57-2.
Thank you to all the volunteers at SUFC for being able to successfully work through the competition in
such trying times.
Players: Mason Barnett, Cormac Cabban, Henry Cooling, Cooper Daniel, Ezekiel Jacob,
Matthew Keenan, Jack Lehn, Brayden Northcott, Luca Posa, Ethan Vezitis, Jayce
Walker
Coach: Keiran Vezitis

Manager: Peter Keenan

U8 Red (non-competition)
A core group of boys that have been together since U5s welcomed two more friends to the team to
form the mighty SUFC U8 Reds. It was amazing to watch the boys adapt to the new field and even
come to the self-realisation that they didn't have to be everywhere on the field all the time! The whole
parent group enjoyed watching the boys continue to develop with everything from basic discovery
phase skills through to the whole team work thing, i.e. finding and/or looking for space and ultimately
working together in offense or defense. Even some of the plays were the boys' ideas with some really
apt names thought up e.g.’jet plane’ and ‘cannon ball’. A short but thoroughly enjoyable season, boys thank you!
Players: Ryder Beggs, Brae Collins, Archer Curteis, Thomas Engelhard, Samuel Gabriel,
Jaxon Grosse, Liam Mackenzie, Moses Rosa, Oliver Van Biljon
Coach: Mark Gabriel

Manager: Katrina Gabriel
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U8 White (non-competition)
The U8 Whites had a terrific season and it was fantastic to watch the kids improve each weekend.
Training sessions were always great fun and having parents and siblings involved really bonded the
team together (especially playing ‘Sharks and Fishies’!!). Thanks to our army of "assistant coaches"
for their efforts, game days would not have been possible without the hard work of parents taxiing kids
around and cutting mountains of fruit.
Playing in the sleet at Wentworth Falls was an amazing experience and the team really had to dig
deep to fight the cold. Loran and I are extremely proud of their efforts, camaraderie and team spirit
both at training and on Saturdays. We were very lucky to coach and manage such an amazing bunch
of kids!! Big shout out to Jimmy "the axe" Colyer for his efforts over the last three years, we'll all miss
you very much buddy!!!
Steve and Loran xxx
Players: Caia Baker, Jude Barker, James Colyer, Carter Craig, Victor Etherington, John Hogan,
Alexander Papagianis, Brooklyn Rawlings, Patrick Thomas, Liam Willis
Coach: Steven Willis

Manager: Loran Hogan

U9 Black (non-competition)
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
Players: Xavier Clark, Rupert Dickens, Jude Edmonds, Oliver Hill, Riley Hughes, Oliver Paraiso,
Theodore Rodriguez, Isaac Steele, Talisha Van Gemert, Jaiden Watts
Coach: Dean Edmonds

Manager: Edwin Steele

U9 Blue (non-competition)
The Under 9 Blues had a brilliant season. Parents and supporters alike were treated to some great
team goals, wonderful passing movements, assured team defence, and overall great game
awareness. New and old friendships were formed and strengthen throughout the year. All the boys
showed great improvement as the year progressed, shown through their dribbling, close control and
playing simple passes to a team mate in space. With each game the boys developed into a formidable
team. When the boys clicked they were so exciting to watch. Game day was a place where they boys
could express their competitive nature but also the most important aspects of fairness and
gamesmanship. The future is bright for these soccer-loving boys and we all look forward to seeing
them progress and grow even more as a team next year.
A special thank you to manager, Janette, for her great support on match days and throughout the
season, and to all the parents that came along to cheer and support the kids. It was a challenging year
on many levels but Saturday soccer was a time that we all really cherished.
Players: Mitchell Basic, Jake Buchanan-Judd, Luca Burchall, Ethan Fracaro, Alastair Johnson,
Evan Machin, Beau Medlin, Finlay O'Connell, Isaac Reid, Christian Tailford
Coach: Luke O'Connell

Manager: Janette Machin
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U9 Green (non-competition)
The Under 9 Greens (affectionately known as the Blobfish) had a great start to the soccer season and
were very disappointed to have the season finish early. Regardless of the shorter season, the boys
had lots of fun and thoroughly enjoyed their games and training sessions.
The team is full of competitive boys who give it their all each game and have been very successful.
Most of the boys have played together for four years now, with new teammates joining each year. This
year we had three new players, who have slotted into the team seamlessly. All ten boys are vital
members of the team and play well together.
Each of the boys have improved in their skills, fitness and love of the game this year. Their enthusiasm
has been infectious and they have been lovingly encouraging and quick to lend a hand to their
teammates when needed.
The Blobfish/9Greens are Archie, Bailey, Bentley, Ezekiel, Hamish, Henry, Josiah, Theo, Toby and
Xavier. They were wonderfully coached by Adam, who has been very encouraging and taught the
boys well. We look forward to a bigger field and more players next year!
Players: Henry Baines, Bentley Barnett, Hamish Cook, Archie Mason, Bailey Nicholls,
Xavier Osborne, Toby Pereira, Theo Powell, Ezekiel Sands, Josiah Skinner
Coach: Adam Osborne

Manager: Emma Pereira

U9 Orange (non-competition)
Even with a short season, the kids had a wonderful time playing together this year. With the benefit of
Ben, the coach, and Luke, the assistant coach, the kids have again blossomed and shown their ability
to work together as a team. They even learned how to better grasp the concept of positions, at times
even sticking to them! We had a couple of new players this year who fit so well into the team and the
kids soon became great friends. As always, the parents and grandparents supporting the kids and
forming great friendships by the sideline make the game even more enjoyable.
Thank you kids and parents for making the U9 Oranges a wonderful team to be a part of. We'll see
you all again next year!
Players: Myles Albury, Caleb Byrnes, Yanni Garber-Greenwood, Amy Jones, Ethan Konwerski,
Hugh Lewis, Jeno Patrick, Hunter Rawlings, Jake Ryan, Ryan Sykes, Luca Wildman
Manager: Therese Konwerski

Coach: Ben Garber & Luke Sykes

U9 Red (non-competition)
The U9 Reds had a fantastic start to the season with several new players joining their team from other
teams. The team settled into the season really well and were having a very successful season so far.
They were even starting to learn who had a real liking for playing goalie. The teamwork that these
boys showed was wonderful to see and it was evident on the field. The games were certainly
becoming very nail biting and awesome fun to watch. We can't wait to see how the boys have grown
and matured ready for an even better season next year. And we are looking forward to a normal
season next year, fingers crossed!
Players: Tobey Bail, Patrick Church, Finn Corscadden, Elijah Devery, Finn Dunleavy,
Jonte Fairbairn, Beau Gardiner, Kai Justic, Henry Templeman, Jesse Wronski
Coach: Andrew Corscadden & Simon Justic

Manager: Jenna Mors
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U9 White (non-competition)
Fantastic season with our energetic and talented U9 White (Polar Bears). This year, I could not have
been prouder to see the team pull together and support each other. My favourite goals this season
were team goals and there were many. We welcomed some new players and together successfully
achieved our number one rule to have fun, number two rule was showing respect to not only our team
mates, coach, manager and parents but also the opposition.
It was sad to close out the season early but there is so much to look forward to in the coming years,
this team is one to watch as they grow and mature into future stars of our great game. Once again,
supported by amazing parents and family through out season 2021, without their support would make
it all so much harder. We close out a successful and fun filled year. #Bears
Players: Chase Bostick, Jaxon Cogno, Joshua Duck, Phoenix Godschalk, James Hicks,
Jack Hoppe, Matthew O'Brien, Oliver Thatcher, Rhys Walton, Dominic Wilkins
Coach: Jonathon Duck

Manager: Lisa Duck

U10 Black (non-competition)
In a difficult couple of years, it has been a great source of escape for us all (especially coach!) to play
and train when we could and watch the kids grow as players and people. We had some exciting
games this season with strong defensive displays, great teamwork and wonderful goals.
Many of our players have established themselves in specific positions but always showed a
willingness to play out of position when needed. Our displays of sportsmanship make me very proud
and the improvements in players in a very difficult year is down to your excellent attitudes.
With so many cancelled games, it was the Whatsapp group providing entertainment with great banter
and plenty of photos (of kids playing football as well as puppies and getaways).
For some lucky Dingoes, the highlight was an opportunity to walk the Wanderers out onto the field and
play a game at half time.
With grading next season, who knows where we'll end up but hopefully the kids will look back fondly
on their time as Dingoes, I know I will!
To our manager, Kerri, thank you for your support this season. There was a lot more admin than
football this year and you kept us informed with the latest. Your efforts were very much appreciated.
Also, a big thanks to the parents for their patience and understanding as we tried to get some football
in and for helping out when needed. Here's hoping 2022 is kinder to us all. Go the DINGOES!!!
AAARRROOO!!!
Players: Jonathan Bradshaw, Noah Cummins, Edie Jensen, Lachlan Keenan, Oscar Kirton,
Alfred Lehn, Cooper Machin, Javier Marchant Jimenez, Bronson Mills, Flynn Pallister,
Connor Wilson, Pearl Yatman
Coach: Jason Marchant

Manager: Kerri Cummins

U10 Blue (non-competition)
What a phenomenal year the U10 Blues had in 2021! The Blues team welcomed new players for the
season, the excitement to travel and play opposition from outside the Mountains was a drawcard this
season to further challenge the team. I was inspired by the Blues team with their commitment,
willingness to improve, listen, ask questions, put in 110% at training, support and play as a team really
stood out in the 2021 season.
Despite the shortened season, the Blues were absolutely amazing, playing as team and supporting
one another.
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James was outstanding playing through the middle, Lachlan a strength on either side of the field,
Darius was a dominant forward with cracking headers in the goal, Felix was superb playing either side
of the field with cracking goals, Luke outstanding at sweeper and playing in the middle, Joel playing in
midfield with great tackling and passing, Charlie (C) brilliant on the right wing with amazing tackling,
passing and crosses to the team, Darcy (VC) super sharp passing and tackling, William covered a
wealth of positions with ease great passing game, Liam super strong at the back great tackling and
passing, and Hugo super playing the middle with great tackling.
Huge thank you to our parents they are all so supportive of the boys, myself and Natacha it made
coaching a pleasure!
Players: Luke Chapman, James Denholm, Felix Kelly, Charlie Lyne, Darius Nanva,
Lachlan Newport, William O'Neill, Liam O'Riordan, Darcy Ryan, Joel Thompson, William West,
Hugo Wiessner
Coach: Simon Lyne

Manager: Natacha Ryan

U10 Orange (non competition)
We were having a great season in U10s Orange until it was unfortunately cut short. The team we
formed was from two teams coming together and the kids really got along well early on. They were
developing skills very quickly and learning week by week to work together to be successful on the
field.
Our goals for the team were simple: get the kids fitter, improve the skill set and have fun! They worked
hard at training and we were happy to see each child progressing through each week. Once the kids
learnt that they would be more successful on the field if they worked together, we saw them take the
responsibility amongst themselves and really communicate with each other. I would have loved to see
the rest of the season play out but I am still very proud of every child's effort applied.
Great season kids! Look forward to seeing them play next year.
Players: Max Fryer, Michael Howes, Elijah Kamran, Riley McCormack, Julian McWilliam,
Isabelle Mulligan, Eli Musgrave, Jackson Paraiso, Thomas Randall, Caleb Ritchie,
Spencer Thomas
Coach: Ben Musgrave

Manager: Kenneth Thomas & Simone Thomas

U10 Red (non-competition)
Another season has come to a shortened end. A majority of the team had played together previously,
with a couple of new players added to the group and integrating well.
The team played an exciting style of football and all team members had opportunities to play in all
positions to develop their skills and understanding of this beautiful game. All the boys enjoyed the
larger fields and goals and are keen to come back next season, which is the overall goal of the U10s
age group.
A special thanks to all the parents to assisted with field set up, canteen duty and made sure that the
boys got to training and the games.
Special thank you to coach Dave, who led the boys well and provided an encouraging and
participative culture.
Players: Blake Barratt, Jimmy Bowman, Michael Broadhead, Joshua Clarke, Jasper Engelhard,
Luke Gabriel, Rhys Hale, Jack Lowe, Callum Mackenzie, Ashley Sinclair,
Daniel Sterling-Levis, Jaxson Taffel
Coach: David Hicks

Manager: Steve Broadhead
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U10 White (non-competition)
2021 saw us welcome some new players to the team as we moved to U10s - a new team with new
opportunities. This group of young men learnt very quickly to play as a team, and to cope with the
bigger field. Their infectious attitude at training carried over into their games and made for lots of fun
as they continued their development of skill and knowledge. Whilst they didn't like losing, they played
each game with great spirit and enthusiasm, showing respect for their opponents and officials. The
team also enjoyed the adventure of away games to new venues, and it was a shame to see the
season end early when so much fun was being had.
Players: Alex Anderson, Miles Barker, Cade Bateman, Lincoln Croft, Xavier Curley,
Lucas Driver, Zachary Heaven, Sebastian Hickey, Samuel Holdsworth, Liam Jackson,
Luke Malone, Samuel Posford
Coaches: Keith Holdsworth

Manager: Greg Malone
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Junior Football Team Reports
U11/1 Black (non-competition)
We started the season with a mix of kids, some not knowing each other, and grew from that. From the
start of the year, to the end of the season, we mainly focused on team work, passing as a team,
moving off the ball to receive the passes and working hard for your team mates which showed on the
field with their passing and willingness to work hard for each other. Individually, each boy's skills have
developed further, but as a team they have come together as a unit that trusts each other no matter
which position I put them in each week. This has shown throughout the season with them being
undefeated.
As the coach, it has been a pleasure to coach such a good bunch of kids and watch each boy grow in
confidence, and I look forward to next year and hopefully winning the league.
Players: Dylan Cantwell, Benjamin Dawson, Oscar Doyle, Koby Morgan, Zach Morgan,
Caleb Paine-Burke, Eli Schroeder, Bobby Smoth, Leighton Stevens, Mitchell Taylor,
Cooper Vachalec, Angus Weir
Coach: Ciaran Doyle

Manager: Jessica Doyle & Jessica Taylor

U11/1 White (non-competition)
2021 brought together a mix of personalities and talents to form the Under 11 Division 1 Whites. Being
the boys’ first year of grading, there was some nervousness about how we would go in a Division 1
group and how we would find ourselves competing throughout the year.
What we found was a group of fun loving, talented and hard-working young men that were able to
match it with the best and were keen on giving their training and games their best on every occasion.
The boys quickly fell into positions that suited their skills and positional play. As a coach, I always
asked the boys for more, every training session and every game, and each and every one showed
respect to me by giving it their all.
We turned out to be a very solid defensive team that developed throughout the midfield and forward
line. Most of our games were a see-saw, an edge of your seat experience that had the team
competing from start to finish. We would score, then the other team, then us. A draw seemed to be the
way a lot of our games ended, but in great spirits and with fantastic sportsmanship the boys always
held their heads high and congratulated the other team and their team mates.
Whilst lockdown halted our progress, I can honestly say that each player made real improvement and I
was proud to be part of a great group of players and developing athletes. Thanks boys and families for
a great season.
Players:

Jude Alderton, Shayden Hooshmand, Nicholas Koulouris, Connor Leahey,
Patrick Payens, Harry Price, Hamish Richards, Logan Rintoul, Jack Sherriff, Liam Van
Leerdam, Connor Willis, Zachary Zalan-Pipe

Coach: Michael Alderton

Manager: Jacqui Sherriff
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U11/3 (non-competition)
2021 - "The year of change" for U11 Div 3. The new 2021 season began with a brand new team of
excited boys keen to know how they were going to go in a new team. A team for the first time, the
boys had new friendships to form and new skills to improve on - kind of like going to a new school!
With every training session and every game we started to see each player work harder to get better
and better as the season went on.The back end of the season saw individuals become team players.
The wins were celebrated and the losses were learnt from on how we can all improve better for the
next game - and we always did this.
As their coach, I could see so much potential in each player, it was just about giving them more time to
unleash it. A team of champions are in the making with this group. Now onto next year with a bigger
field, bigger team - anything is possible.
Well done boys! Thank you all for your effort this season. Kylie and myself wish everyone a great off
season, hope to see you all next year!
Players: Ethan Bromley, Jayden Edwards, Oliver George, Kai Hobson, William Iskov,
Ulysses Legrand, Jesse Lovett, Taro Pickham, Luke Pospischil, Casey Ritchie,
Angus Rogers, Benjamin Tran
Coach: Glenn Pickham

Manager: Kylie Pickham

U11/5 (non-competition)
Great season for the boys, especially after a disrupted season where if it wasn't Covid, it was the rain.
The boys came together really well, got on like a house on fire and played some great football.
A big congratulations to all of them for taking this in their stride. Some really close games were played
and many chances were created. It was great to see their skills develop from their first game through
to their last.
Tim and I have enjoyed being coach and manager and wish the boys well in their future.
Players: Evander Barnett, Thomas Chapple, Jacob Gilchrist, Finton Hazell, Asher Kaminski,
Brendan Manning, Isaac Martyn, Sebastian Pain, Lucas Priora, Aidan Seisun,
Quinn Shanks, Nicholas Steele
Coach: Timothy Gilchrist

Manager: Ben Hazell
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Female Small Sided & Junior Competition Team Reports

U8G Purple (non-competition)
Firstly of all, thank you girls for allowing me to be your coach this year - I had such a great time! This
was the year that soccer changed for us; we learnt about throw ins, corner kicks, being a goalie and
my personal favourite, finding space! Every single one of you ended the season better than you
started, and I am so proud of all that you have accomplished.
I'm going to share a special report with each of you, but if I had to choose one memory to write about
for the whole season it would be this one. Do you remember the game where we all chose to remind
each other to 'find space', call for the ball and make fast throw-in decisions? I was so excited to hear
you all calling out to each other all game to 'SPREAD OUT!', 'MAKE ROOM!', 'I'M OPEN' and 'FIND
SPACE!' You did it all through out the game, and we had so many great throw ins - it was absolutely
fantastic! Then getting to share a bag of lollies with you all at the end was tops (although I suspect a
few of you took a couple extra handfuls!). Have a great break and I really hope to see you all next
year!
Players: Willow Bracegirdle, Brooke James-New, Yasmin Nanva, Kiah Peake, Madison Posford,
Delilah Rossiter, Amelia Skinner, Rose Thorpe, Naarah Van Leerdam
Coach: Kevin Rossiter

Manager: Ruth Van Leerdam

U8G Yellow (non-competition)
Well, what a pleasure it has been to be the coach and manager of this group of girls. Many had not
played before, and for all, it was the first year that they have played together as an all girls team in the
newly formed all-girls competition.
This is a fantastic initiative which the girls loved the challenge of. What a year of firsts it has been!
Getting used to the bigger field, larger goals, corners and the excitement of travelling to other clubs in
our region. We are very proud of the resilience they have shown and how willing they have been to
learn and apply their newly formed skills. It is a great shame that the momentum we were building
could not continue into the second half of the season.
Thank you to all the parents and family for putting your trust in us to guide you through the challenges
we have had to deal with. A real highlight was your support in manning the BBQ/canteen duty. Your
support has not gone unnoticed.
Thank you to Annabel, Cassidy, Emily, Isabel, Isabella, Kinley, Sienna C, Sienna F and Summah for
always giving us 100% week in week out. The first training session in the torrential rain will be a great
memory!
Bring on an uninterrupted 2022 season!
Players: Sienna Clark, Isabella Faithfull, Sienna Fletcher, Summah Galea, Kinley Goodman,
Annabel Hall, Isabel Preval, Emily Stewart-Rowley, Cassidy Weir
Coach: Luke Rowley

Manager: Lydia Stewart-Rowley
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U9G Grey (non-competition)
This year saw the first time this group of talented girls play in an all-girl competition. While half of the
team were returning players from the same team in 2020, we were also thrilled to welcome some new
faces to the team and the result was a great mix of talent, experience, personality, and cart-wheeling
abilities (which also highlighted coach Dale's saintly patience). New skills were learned, and
friendships were formed which was evident on the field each week as the girls went from strength
to strength and celebrated each other’s successes.
I would like to say a huge congratulations to U9G Grey on such an amazing season, even though it
was sadly shortened. Each week, the girls showed up to the fields with a smile on their faces and gave
it their all with their 'never say die' attitudes. We were incredibly fortunate to watch such a talent bunch
of girls play with so much heart and determination each week. They are definitely superstars in the
making!
A huge thank you to coach Dale for his unwavering patience, dedication, and mentoring. Dale always
brings out the best in all the girls and it's easy to see why they enjoy playing so much. Finally, thank
you to the parents of U9G Grey for nurturing a love of soccer with your girls, sitting in the freezing cold
each Wednesday night, and setting an exemplary example of encouragement on the sidelines.
Players: Sarah Benaud, Gemma Boersma, Audrey Curry, Ruth Fox, Sophie Gough, Lily Hather,
Maisie Lamont, Summer O'Keefe, Jazmin Tylor, Romilly Wade-Ferrell, Ava Witton
Coach: Dale Wade-Ferrell & Matthew Witton

Manager: Meagan Witton

U9G Maroon (non-competition)
Our girls have loved playing this season in their first all-girls competition!
Every member of the team was very focused and attentive at training leading to an increase in skills
and positional play over the season. The girls were full of confidence on game day with some amazing
first touches and ball control, beautiful passing, finishing and desperate defence when needed.
Those that could make the Female Football Night run by SUFC during the year had a great time - well
done to everyone involved for a fantastic evening.
Thanks to our parents who have been positively supporting our players each week from the sideline,
with a special thank you to Amy, our manager, for all the extra time she has put in through the year to
keep everything running smoothly.
Players: Leah Annabel, Amy Livingston, Violet Martyn, Matilda McAlister, Jarrah Mitchell,
Violet Odell, Ella Phillips, Harper Rawlinson, Adah Roberts, Elise Thompson
Coach: Luke Roberts

Manager: Amy Thompson

U10G Grey (non-competition)
What a cracker of a season for the U10 Greys! Coach Phil was back in action for another year,
ensuring the girls continued to refine their skills, stick to positions and have fun each week.
This year, the girls absolutely thrived being in an all-female competition. They seized every opportunity
to develop individual strengths and gel as a team, creating some amazing games for spectators.
Maisy could always be counted on for her rock solid defence. Alexia was the team striker, with Amelia
and Lilah pushing each other that little bit more each week. Charlotte and Emmaline showed versatility
and determination every game. We saw Ursula's uncanny ability to run down any player, Aurelia
increasing the tackle count, and Cassie keeping the team focused on the field creating opportunities,
with Eliza giving her all by covering more ground than any other player.
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The girls not only developed skills this season - they had fun, strengthened friendships and stayed
positive. They should all be very proud of their achievements this year. It was a pleasure to be
involved with such a great team.
A big thankyou to the parents who helped out when needed - getting the girls to training and travelling
the countryside for games, especially assistant coach Claire for stepping in when needed and team
marshall/motivational speaker, Adam.
Players: Maisy Allport, Alexia Anagnostopoulos, Amelia Arthurson, Lilah Arthurson,
Charlotte Birtles, Emmaline Birtles, Ursula Jacobson, Aurelia Johnson,
Cassandra Pigram, Eliza Smith
Coach: Phillip Birtles & Claire Hooker

Manager: Rob Pigram

U10G Yellow (non-competition)
Thank you to all the girls that made this season special. Also, a big thank you to our dedicated coach
who was new to the team but came in and bonded with the team and shared his knowledge and
enthusiasm for the game too.
Congratulations to all girls for an outstanding season, we had some new players and some who had
played for years but the team gelled quickly and worked really well as a team on the field. You all had
a blast playing in an all girls competition and it was really good to see all girls get into the game,
getting a touch on the ball and really developing great football skills. It was also great to see the
competitive side of you all on game day, you never gave up and even won a few games with only
seven players on the field!
It's a shame that the season was cut short but I have no doubt that we will make up for lost time next
season and kick off where we ended!
I am really proud of all girls for the effort at training and at the games. It was so good to see you all
having fun and playing together as a team. I'm looking forward to seeing you all next season.
Players: Georgie Anderson, Ebony Beames, Eliza Brown, Savannah Costello, Mischa GardnerGentles, Lexie Mackay, Poppy Ryan, Sienna Valentini, Delilah Valle, Sophie Wearne,
Ruby Wilson
Coach: Dion Valle

Manager: Stacey Gentles

U11G/1 (non-competition)
What a fabulous season these young ladies have had. Playing eight games before Covid restrictions
hit, these girls managed to score 57 goals for and 4 goals against.
Coaching this team of girls has been an absolute pleasure. Being the first year of grading for them,
there were some nerves and uncertainty about not playing with their old team mates but this
disappeared after the first training session the girls came together like they had always played
together. They showed passion for the game and their skills shone.
I am excited to watch these girls over the coming years as I am sure they will exceed their
expectations and win many competitions in the future. Congratulations, girls, on a fantastic season
and I look forward to seeing what you achieve next season on the BIG field and playing competition
football. I would like to say thankyou, I am so proud of you all for stepping up and helping out the
U12G Div 1 this season.
Thank you to the parents for bringing the girls to training and games and for the support you have
given. A massive thank you also to Chris and Kate for your fabulous job as managers.
Players: Eva Atkinson, Indianna Batchelor, Isla Bullock, Eliza Byrne, Erin DeBono, Iris Hirst,
Piper Kelly, Zoe Mein, Zahra Nash, Eydie Peake, Alana Prior, Layla Sawyer
Coaches: Megan Gilchrist

Manager: Kate Harper & Christopher Mein
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U11G/2 (non-competition)
The team was so excited to get going for 2021 season that we kicked off in the pouring rain with a
meet and greet and fun kick around.
A diverse team with some returning players and some playing for the first time. I couldn’t be prouder of
the respect shown by the girls throughout this season, each week the team provided players to
support the U12 girls and many backed up to play two games. Supported by two amazing managers
whose highlights for the season were the cartwheels following a goal or well played half. Each week
the team improved and the journey from week one to our last game was simple amazing progression,
as the girls learnt positions and supported each other. The entire team shared the goal keeper duty
some overcoming frightening fears. I couldn't have asked for a better group of parents; it’s no wonder
their kids are so amazing.
Also, a thank you to Zoe Leach who assisted our girls with some pointers and training tips this season;
role models like Zoe can make such a difference.
Thanks girls, for a wonderful season.
Players: Annabelle Birtles, Charlotte Donovan, Annabelle Duck, Leila Jacob, Eve Lester,
Elise Lowe, Evie Mann, Adelaide Medlin, Piper Meek, Eva Melville, Melinda Tylor,
Sian Walker
Coach: Jonathon Duck

Manager: Anthea Hall & Vanessa Melville

Assistant Coach: Zoe Leach

U12G/1
U12G Div 1 team kicked off 2021 with the combining of players from two wonderful teams who had
much success last year and the potential of this playing group was something we were really looking
forward to! It was a slow start with everyone finding their feet then settling down into a good rhythm
with the team building and starting to combine really well. They had to dig in during some tough
matches, showing real determination and spirit. The team had just the one loss; Blaxland really tested
us with a 3-1 loss but even in that game the team never gave up, and we could see the determination
building for the next encounter that would have been the ultimate test for this playing group.
Our team was wonderfully supported by the U11G team, who provided additional players every game
to assist with being a player or two short. Thank you U11G and to Megan for your amazing support,
and willingness to step in so seamlessly and compliment our team performance each week.
Needless to say, this season has just faded away without another ball kicked, we are left with some
great anticipation for the next season and hopefully all the players with again be there so we can see
them hit their potential with a full season! An absolutely brilliant group to coach, thank you everyone!
Players:

Seda Amputch, Charlie Buchanan-Judd, Elysia Burchall, Sophia Cantwell,
Ruanii Claudino, Lyla Douglas, Annalise Lia, Kate McIlveen, Isobel Rowntree,
Daniella Stanley, Gemma Waghorn

Coaches: Martin Cantwell & Nicole Gonzalez Capote
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Manager: Kathy Waghorn

U12G/2
The U12 Div 2 Girls team had a most wonderful season. A newly formed team with a mix of seasoned
players and girls new to the sports gelled and performed to an amazingly high level. The families and
supporters were treated to some great team goals, fantastic passing movements, brilliant team
defence and amazing game awareness.
With each game, the girls grew into a formidable team. A desire to get the ball to someone in a better
position was always on their minds. Agile in attack and rock solid in defence, the girls made sure the
opposition teams had to work hard for their goals. All the girls showed great improvement as the year
progressed, whether it be their dribbling, close control or playing simple passes to a team mate in
space. When the girls clicked they were so exciting to watch.
All the girls should be so proud of their improvement and growth. Thank you to the awesome fill-in
players each week that came up from the U11 girls’ team. You all fitted in perfectly. A special thank
you to manager, Marijke, for her great support on match days and throughout the season. Thank you
to all the parents that came along to cheer and support your daughters. They are such a wonderful
group of young ladies.
Players: Madalynn Cooper, Taylor Deutschbein, Odelia Dsouza, Elizabeth Eddie, Lexie Firth,
Eleanor Fortunat, Ysabel Golder, Ryenne Long, Lily MacDonald, Isabella O'Connell,
Madeline Thompson
Coach: Luke O'Connell

Manager: Marijke Long

U13G/1
Leading into this season I didn't quite know what to expect as the new coach but, after the first game
and a 6 - 0 win, I knew I had a very talented bunch of girls.The girls just excelled from game one and
quickly became the benchmark of the 13G Div 1 competition being undefeated at the top of the table
leading into the Covid lockdown.
Teams found it very hard to break down our stubborn defence with only nine goals being conceded.
This was a result of some great goalkeeping and solid defending. Once we won the ball, defence
would quickly turn into attack, with quick passing through our hard working midfield setting up play for
our attackers whilst also scoring a few goals themselves. The opposition struggled to cope with the
speed of our attackers upfront and the quick counter attack where I think 53 goals scored speaks for
itself.
Every team member played their part and were all valuable contributors to a very successful season.
They should all be extremely proud of their achievements this season and let's just hope we get to
finish it. They were a pleasure to coach and watch them improve as a team throughout the season.
Thank you Vanessa for volunteering to be manager, it made my job as the coach a lot easier.
Players: Lainey Beames, Amelia Crouch, Pippi De Haan, Charlotte Debono, Leonie Ellis,
Jessica Gomez, Kiahna Koutsonikolis, Maddison Machon, Ruby Melville,
Angelika Okladnikov, Nora Pilawa, Olivia Prior, Ava Seymour, Chloe Sutton,
Angela Tatarakis
Coaches: Steve Seymour

Manager: Vanessa Melville
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U14G/1
This group of 14 girls is a potentially great team that has had the season interrupted by Covid just as
they really began to gel as a side. Each week the team improved in ways both big and small. We
started without any players who wanted to play keeper, but a couple of players took on their
trepidation of playing the position and did so with aplomb (and guts). The back five turned into a
cohesive unit and worked together to minimise the opposition's chances on goal. They quickly became
a "team within a team". It was always impressive how the four midfielders would run up and down the
pitch for all sixty minutes. They fell back in defence and then rapidly transitioned to attack when we
had control of the ball. There were some amazing runs up both wings over the course of the games.
The forwards were possibly the most unlucky that the season was interrupted. In the last couple of
games, you could see them slicing through the defence, running onto passes or into space for each
other. A flood of goals was on the cards when Covid hit.
Overall, the team was a pleasure to be around, mixing fun at training with determination in games.
Hopefully, they all continue to play next season as they are ready to take that next step up in class.
Players: Evelyn Batchelor, Karla Bernays, Josephine Birtles, Lily Callaghan, Katelyn Ellis,
Madison Jenkins, Hayley Marshall, April McGannon, Taya Moore, Alexis Owen,
Olivia Roberts, Aisha Turner, Aleria Turner, Kayla Walker
Coaches: James Batchelor

Manager: Kate Moore

U14G/2
There were a lot of positives to come out of our disrupted year of football. After some early losses in
the year, we steadily developed teamwork and skills to become a competitive team every weekend.
Teams that had beaten us convincingly in the first round were surprised to find themselves in a hard
game and being beaten in the next round. Our for and against results improved dramatically over the
season. I was always proud of the girls for playing with spirit and good sportsmanship. Win or lose, the
girls were always positive and left the game with smiles. I really appreciated the respect the girls
showed me at training by always listening, following instructions and trying hard. It made training
sessions enjoyable for me too. My hope is that all the girls regularly connect their feet with a ball over
the summer and return for another season of fitness, fun and football.
Players: Lacey Bowman, Emily-Rose Budin, Evie Bullock, Abby Buttriss, Kirsten Cravino,
Isabel Crisford-Eade, Genevieve Gould-Towns, Rose Lau, Emmason Lunney, Olivia
Mountain, Niamh O'Connell, Anna Stretton, Anya Thomson, Isabella Wilkinson,
Lilah Wood
Coach: Paul Thomson

Manager: Tonje Akerholt
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U16G/2
It was a positive start to the season with all but two girls back from last year and four other girls joining
us. Although the girls played in a higher age group, they were strong from the start, gelling well and
showing improvement from last year, with everyone contributing. Training drills were different every
week and the girls took what they learnt and practised onto the field. Their passing game was a
highlight with wonderful one touch passes, lovely long balls and great crosses in the goal box. They
pushed hard offensively which resulted in 11-15 corners nearly every game. They scored 27 goals in
ten games and it was nice to see the goals shared amongst the team. Our defensive lineup stood their
ground with some great tackling and footwork, assisting our goalie in keeping goals against us to a
minimum.
What stood out was watching some of the girls who weren't as confident, step up with runs up the
field, good stops and passes and seeing other team members encouraging them along the way. In a
draw of nine teams, we sat in second place for most of the season and depending on what happens
with Covid as I write this, we should make the final if there is one.
It's been a pleasure to coach the girls again and see them take the advice given and use it during the
games. I hope they all return next year with the same enthusiasm they showed this year!
Players: Neive DeBono, Summer Faulkner, Lani Gleeson, Alexanna Gould-Towns, Matilda
Holder, Isabelle Iversen, Chloe Johnston, Rose Kelly, Chyna Moore, Caitlin MorelButterworth, Tiana Papa, Bethany Paul, Kaitlyn Scott, Sophie Turbill
Coaches: Diane Morel

Manager: Peter Johnston
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Junior Competition Team Reports
U12/1
It's been a pretty ordinary year given the amount of rain and Covid interruptions we have suffered this
season. Despite the set backs, the team has come together very nicely. At the Covid enforced break
we were sitting second on the ladder, and looking to be one of the better sides in the age group. Most
of the team had not played together a lot before, with many only playing attacking positions in the
past. After a lot of hard work when we could get on the training pitch, the boys turned themselves into
the best defensive team in the division. Combined with a lot of very good options to play up front, the
team is getting a nice balance that marks them as a team to watch in the coming seasons as they
progress through the ages groups.
The most pleasing thing I have with this group is every player is keen to play anywhere I ask them to.
A lot of Div 1 teams in their first competition year suffer from way too many wanting to only play up
front, as they did in the younger age groups. Not this team; it has only taken a short while for them to
realise how important every position is to team success. The way they support each other and help
each other improve is pretty awesome to watch close up.
Well done, boys. It's a real pleasure to coach such a talented group.
Players: Joshua Benaud, Cisco Borbely, Jack Buttriss, Ben Cassidy, Hayden Chapman,
Lucas Chapman, Flynn Driver, Flynn Engelhard, Blake Gough, Carter Huggins,
Harvey Jones, Lachlan McAlpine, Brydan McLeod, Travis Sagovac
Coach: Robert Higgins & Craig Huggins

Manager: Kylie Jones

Assistant Coach: Caleb Dougherty

U12/2
This team kept on delivering in every match from the first game of the season finishing the season with
47 goals for and only 9 against. Solid defence and ever improving finishing served the boys well as
they rolled through most teams.
The tougher matches saw the boys dig deep with their fitness and never say die attitude seeing them
win the tight matches also. Probably the highlight of every game we played this season were those
four or five key moments in games where everything came together. Where speed, determination,
game awareness, good passing and desire saw the boys string passes together, crosses and some
great goals, often scored from the edge of the box.
They say defence wins championships and I think our defence this year would have seen us raise
some silverware had the finals gone ahead. The great thing about our defence was that every week
there was a new combination of players having been rotated through the various roles with a few key
players being the backbone from week to week. They should all be proud of their willingness to move
around and learn the various positions.
I would like to thank all the parents and friends who wholeheartedly supported these boys at every
match and for the feedback, encouragement and thanks you gave Lauren and I throughout the year.
Hopefully all the boys return to play in 2022 and continue to enjoy and develop playing this fantastic
game.
Players: Ethan Banks, Edward Brown, Fletcher Bryant, Ashton Clark, Benjamin Gomez, Robert
Pigram, James Rafter, Levi Spratt, Adam Springett, Justin Sykes, Declan Thomas,
Tristan Wade-Ferrell, Owen Young
Coach: Dale Wade-Ferrell

Manager: Lauren Crisell
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U12/3
Well done to the U12 Div 3 team in the first year in competitive football.
This team was made up of a couple of players for various teams from the previous season. The boys
got along well and it took a couple of games for the players to understand the philosophy of the coach
and how he wanted the team to play. The boys were mid-table when the season came to a sudden
halt. The team’s football ability, passing, understanding of space and how to play the game was equal
of the best teams in the competition.
The team also had a growing resilience as the season went on and bonded together more and more.
The best example of this was the final game of the season, which was the day that the lockdown was
announced. The lockdown announcement came just prior to the group leaving their homes to play an
away game (that was originally a home game, changed due to Covid restrictions). This resulted in
some families making the decision to not come to the game which was fair enough. The boys took to
the field with eight players and one U10 player against a team above them on the table. The boys ran
themselves into the ground and came away with a very credible 1-1 draw. This will be my lasting
memory of the season.
A special thanks to all families and the coach, Andy, on an enjoyable season.
Players: Stephen Broadhead, Jack Barter, Lachlan Billiards, Owen Bishop, Nathan Broadhead,
Oliver Cusack, Micah Elia, Cameron James-New, Oliver Livingston, Harry Peters,
Jack Ralphs, Angus Randall, Judah Schepel, Samuel Taylor
Coach: Andrew Elia

Manager: James Meijnderts

U12/5
Wow, what a season! I feel extremely proud to have had the pleasure of coaching this group of boys.
Many games this season we were down to a bare eleven, sometimes ten, but were able to play
outstanding soccer as a team with a positive attitude on the “big” field for the first time.
Each game the boys played was edge of the seat stuff, which did add to my ever-growing grey hair
collection, with the team pulling out some fantastic wins and great team goals with passing from the
defence to the forwards.
Each player contributed in their own way to our season, and they should all be very proud. I don’t have
the space to mention every player individually, but we had players pull off outstanding saves, prevent
goals with great tackles, create opportunities by opening opposition defences with a stellar pass and
goals scored top corner or via five to six team passes - all with a smile on their faces.
Unfortunately, not every player supports the Panthers or Sydney FC which meant lots of extra running
at training, something for them to ponder in the off season!
Thank you to all the parents for your support throughout the season and for always being positive with
not just your boys but the team as a whole. Very special thank you to manager Nikki, it’s a tough job
with electronic team sheets, opposition managers and boys running everywhere. We all appreciate
your efforts.
Players: Iszaak Blanch, Henry Beames, Liam Boys, Max Briggs, Cillian Dunne, Aden Hather,
Xavier Johnson, Lucas Little, Joel Machin, James Magner, Owen Row, Noah WestonCole, Lucas Winfield
Coach: Christopher Johnson

Manager: Nikki Boys
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U13/1 Black
The Under 13, Division 1 Black team had yet another fantastic year of playing together. This being the
second consecutive year as the same team, the boys really wanted to continue their superb
performance from last season. And that they did!
Under the guidance and support from coach Peter Dempsey and assistant coach Zachary Comfort,
the players really continued to thrive and unite as a solid team. It was so lovely to see the many bonds
the players have formed for numerous years now and mateship between each and every player. With
many injuries affecting some players throughout the season, the boys came together to uplift and
support those that needed it - so important in a winning team!
Each player possessed a skill set and level of maturity well beyond their years. Week-to week, their
dedication and drive allowed them to become more confident individually, but more importantly,
collectively. Each week, the boys bought along a positive attitude, with a determined approach to try
their best and were always very humble in their every success. All boys displayed outstanding
sportsmanship and represented the Club with pride.
What an awesome season it has been with such a lovely, talented bunch of boys and families. The
boys should all be so proud of themselves for their outstanding level of commitment and dedication to
their wonderful team.
Players: Lucas Anagnostopoulos, Bowen Batchelor, Cameron Dempsey, Gabriel Devine,
Lachlan Hurley, Alexander Kerkham, Jack Leahey, Archie Livingston, Taylor Mason,
Micah Roberts, Harrison Stevens, Hamish Weir, Luka Wheeler, James Winter
Coach: Zachary Comfort & Peter Dempsey

Manager: Sarah Stevens

U13/1 White
Firstly, I would like to congratulate the U13/1 White team for a great, though possibly cut short,
season! This year saw the team take the leap up into division one from division two, also welcoming a
few new players into the mix.
What can I say? The team should be extremely proud of the season that they have had. With the team
working hard on continuously developing their skills as individuals and as a team, the results have
paid off. They have fought hard in all their games and with a solid defence have pulled together some
great wins!
Although the majority of the second half of the season is now in doubt, the boys have gone on to show
that they are definitely deserving of a spot in division one, hopefully finishing towards the top of the
table.
Thank you to our manager Craig, to all the parents for all of their support throughout the season, and
to SUFC!
Players: Nicholas Bober, Enrique Caraballo, William Ford, Aadyn Hoare, Kayden Jeffers,
Alexander Kanigowski, Liam Keogh, Max Leach, Samuel Moore, Christopher Oliver,
Christian Ramos-McNeil, Oscar Taylor, Lachlan Todd
Coach: Brooke Jeffers

Manager: Craig Oliver
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U13/3
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
Players:

Phoenix Andrews, Sabriel De Beauclair, Macauley Down, Noah Edwards,
Benjamin Harrison, Cooper Henderson, Charles Hicks, Oliver Hobson, Joseph Jacob,
Thomas Larkin, Francis Marks, Jacob Pospischil, Quinn Power, Tobias Ritchie

Coaches: Michael Down & James Griffiths

Manager: Kathryn Henderson

U14/1 Black
A great season from a great group of boys. It was impressive to see how the boys played and have
matured over the season and also over the years, as I had coached some of them previously. The
passion, energy and spirit was there every training and every game. A great example was an early
training season when the rain came pouring down and not one of the boys wanted to stop training, the
coach however, was soaked to the bone and called it ten minutes early.
With the new competition we came up against some teams and clubs we had not played before.
Game two was the first loss of the season to a stronger, hungrier team, but after a string of wins and
come the re-match in game ten, the boys all pulled together and played amazingly for every minute.
Not only was it a great team effort but every boy lifted and showed their best. Sportsmanship also
shone through as the other team started to get frustrated as the game slipped away from them.
Springwood boys played their game right to the end. I would also like to thank all the parents for their
great support and encouragement and the wonderful co-managers, Felicity and Jess.
Players: Angus Byrne, Caleb Goman, Rhett Goman, Frano Hirst, Peter Koulouris,
Finn Mccaffery, Macklin Miall, Oscar Mills, Bailey Stevens, Jeremy Taylor,
Nikita Tschirch, Anthony Vittozzi, Aiden Wade-Ferrell, William Weir
Coach: Nicholas Miall & Gregory Sawyer

Manager: Felicity Koulouris & Jessica Taylor

U14/1 White
Well, yet another crazy year of football has passed but this year in particular is something special and
one to remember.
For this group of young men to all experience division one football for the first time and stay as
motivated and dedicated as they were is truly incredible. Week in and week out, in training and
games, to turn up and show consistent development is the biggest take away from this year!
The boys’ tight knit friendships and personalities made it so there was never a dull moment. Their
astronomical improvement has evolved them as better players but also as young men, always
showing utmost respect and consideration at all times, and I'm very truly grateful to have coached this
fine group of men.
I want to thank you, boys, for making my role so enjoyable and I hope you took this year as a big
learning experience for your foreseeable futures. I would also like to thank our lovely managers, Sarah
and Leanne, for all their hard work organising the team and making my job so much easier.
Thank you also to all of the parents who continuously came every week and supported the boys and
myself. Your kind words, advice and motivation has not gone unnoticed by myself or any of the boys,
and we truly appreciate you guys.
Thank you all for a wonderful season, my time with this team will always be something I treasure as a
coach, role model and friend.
Players: Owen Adorini, Alexander Billiards, Max Campaner, Will Crighton, Stuart Denholm,
Finn Hanvey, Luke Harrison, Marley Henderson, Thomas Iskov, Felix Mann,
Sam McGrath, Jared Shanks, Seth Weston-Cole, Lochlan Wilkins
Coach: Riley Sophokleous

Manager: Leanne Hanvey & Sarah Iskov
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U15/1
This was a somewhat normal season with a productive pre-season and selection process of teams. At
the beginning of the season launch, the boys kept their focus throughout training and this carried
through to game day. The first couple of weeks were challenging as the boys were developing the
understanding of a new formation that they would be playing this year. Every game they played with
intensity, fight, grit, determination - all the great qualities in which a team needs in order to be
successful. The boys’ respect and attitude towards opposing teams was absolutely outstanding this
year. Every game they played fairly, a great brand of football, and treated coaches and officials with
respect which is a credit to this group of boys.
The most outstanding thing this season was the game we played Emu Plains who were undefeated for
the last two years. The boys put up a real tussle to win that game and be the only team in the last two
years to beat this Emu team.
A big thankyou to Holly for cleaning the boys’ dirty shirts each week and preparing them for game day.
I would also like to thank David Herbison for volunteering to be manager this year and doing a
fantastic job. Also, I would like to thank all the parents that have supported David and I throughout this
season. I hope to see all the boys come back next season to make 2022 - the year we challenge for
the title.
Players: Jasper Douglas, Luke Edwards, Zachary Gonzalez, Joshua Herbison, Regan Huggins,
Owen Long, Liam Murphy, Jonathan Peters, Tate Rees, Brooklyn Ritchie,
Lachlan Waters, Darcy Weston
Coach: Marcus Harrison & Connor Secker

Manager: David Herbison

U15/3
I have been coaching soccer in Australia since 1983, at various levels from U10s to Seniors and All
Age. This U15/3 team of young men is the finest combination of good players and nice people I have
ever experienced. They are a credit to all the parents, grandparents, relatives and friends who took the
time to support them.
Rather than judging their season by wins and losses, we judged it by how they have each improved,
how they kept their promises to each other, and how they came together as a team – a very
impressive result.
Players: Patrick Dawson, Jordan Devaney, Caleb Dougherty, Liam Harrison, Lachlan Hildon,
Jack Nicholls, Will Peake, Benjamin Prior, Bailey Rawding, Luke Roorda,
Hamish Somerville McAlester, Ryan Turner
Coach: Ken McAnally

Manager: Kate Peake

U16/1
It was great to be able to start 2021, get the team together and be back at training and on the field
competing.
This year had seen some player movement, we welcomed back new and returning players to the age
group. Despite changes the playing group was always cohesive, supportive, and respectful.
The team played a great style of football, working well together as a team putting together some great
passes and player combinations. Every game was played with great spirit and respect. They did
themselves and the Club proud.
One of the most impressive things this season has been to see the development of these resilient
young men. When in positions of being behind at half time or having lost the game, the team would
talk collectively amongst themselves, providing support and discussing where they went well and what
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they could do better. We should all be very proud of that fact that they held their heads up even
though they were disappointed and were able to stay positive.
The parent body has been extremely supportive. Thank you. Thank you also to the Trotter family for
the Brendan Trotter Building sponsorship.
Chris Gilchrist has been an excellent coach and mentor for the team. Chris always does his best for
the team with a key strength being his ability to self-assess and adjust his style. Thank you, Chris.
Thanks for the support provided by the U14/1, U15/1 and U16/2 teams, who have provided upgrades
when needed during the season.
Players: Trevor Clines, Riley Dutton, Jaxon Fraser, Harry Gilchrist, Jordan Goad, Huw Howel,
Liam Lawlor, Jarred Martinovici, Keyton Marvin, Lachlan Smith, Cameron Trotter,
Alexander Wright
Coach: Christopher Gilchrist

Manager: Peter Lawlor

U16/2
Even with half a season, the boys managed a really good run. They came together well as a team and
played some great games that had us parents clutching each other in suspense at times. I can't single
out any one of the boys in particular this year because they all played incredibly well together as a
team and they all put a huge effort into each game.
Thanks Adrian, for as always being a very supportive coach and there as a mentor for the boys. Also a
big thank you to Jules Lawson for being the second manager and keeping things on track. As I had
two teams to manage this year, Jules was always there to don the blue vest and get the boys
organised.
Players: Addison Bradshaw, Oliver Dickens, Texas Down, Finn Erhart, Ziggy Fraser,
Sam Garner, Max Hancock-Collins, Max Jackson, Sean Konwerski, Brayden Lawson,
Declan O'Riordan, Miles Salas, Blake Stretton, Jordan Traykovski
Coach: Adrian Hancock

Manager: Therese Konwerski
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Senior Female Competition Team Reports
Intermediate Women/1
The inaugural Intermediate Ladies team must be seen as a success. The spirit within the team was
second to none. The ladies literally gave everything for one another from playing with a hairline
fracture to scoring with a torn ACL. At times it was like the walking wounded but they never quit. It
wasn't just blood, sweat and toil, it was also backed up with skill. The only team in the division to
consistently play it out from the back, also saw several ladies playing-up for the Rubies, one of which
scored on her debut and another winning player of the match.
It wasn't just on match day that the team showed their commitment, they also trained hard, turning up
in rain, hail, or shine and on more than one occasion, the only team at Summerhayes. They were also
lucky enough to combine their training sessions with the Rubies, which gave them the opportunity to
pit their wits against the Premier Team - they didn't disappoint. A big thank you to Mark and the
Rubies for supporting and encouraging our ladies.
Throughout the season, the team were well supported by their family and friends from setting up the
pitch, to manning the BBQ, to stepping in as referee. A big shout to Gemma for organising us all and
making everything run like clockwork. Also, many thanks to Jamie for helping coach and improve the
teams’ skills. Hopefully the ladies stick together as they have all the makings of a premier team.
Players: Lila Bishop, Ashley Crighton, Caoilainn Cullen, Laila Devine, Tiana Devine,
Georgia Emmanuel, Lucy Garth, Eliza Manners, Holly McIlveen, Rachael Rowntree,
Georgia Sroczynski, Madison Sroczynski, Grace-Emily Tuckey, Isabella Valle,
Ellie Watson, Alexandra Whitfield, Harriet Wilkinson
Coach: Nick Devine

Manager: Gemma Rowntree

All Age Women/1 Ruby League
The goal for this season's Ruby League ladies was pretty simple: "be better". Be a better person every
day you get out of bed, and be a better player every time you take the field. Statistically we improved
in every area; finishing second, with more wins and goals, and fewer loses and goals against us than
last season. Our defence was especially good, conceeding eleven goals for the year, seven of which
were scored by the competition winners. We were starting to play some beautiful football when the
competition was stopped and it would have been very nice to have witnessed our true potential if we
had gotten to play the last round. Highlights for the year included a win in the State Cup, beating a
team that went undefeated last season, and the joy and sportsmanship shown by all the ladies every
time they took the field.
A big THANK YOU from the Ruby League Ladies to the SUFC Committee, Rene, Megan, and
Annette, for all the work they do for female football, Craig Binks for the most enjoyable pre-season
training ever, and Batch for the help with the goal keepers. A special mention needs to go out to Nick
Devine and the Intermediate Ladies team for providing players when we were short and the very
competetive training sessions. The highest of respect goes to Carla and Greg for their tireless efforts
throughout the year, you both made my job much more enjoyable.
Thanks for a wonderful season, ladies!
Players: Grace Chambers, Stevie Coleman, Amelia Dennis, Rhiannon Dotti, Georgia Dunham,
Lola Edmondson, Natalie Frost, Tegan Haberman, Siobhan Harrison, Tamara Hendy,
Kahra Hutchings, Mia Leach, Codie Linsley, Mikayla Robertson, Anastasia Sawyer,
Charli Settree, Georgia Thomas
Coach: Mark Linsley

Manager: Carla Sawyer
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Senior Competition Team Reports
All Age Women/4
Our team this year was again, a mix of existing and new players. This season has definitely been a
challenging one, but the time we had on the field together definitely showed our potential building
week after week. It's a shame we had to cut the season short, it would have been nice to see how
much further up the ladder we could have climbed!
On field, positivity was key to many successful moments. Lifting each other up, moving forward
despite some early set backs, learning from our mistakes, building confidence as individuals and as a
team, supporting our new players when they needed some guidance.
Jess has been a great playing coach again this year, a task that is definitely not an easy one, but she
leads the team well, with dedication, passion and motivation. Her love of the game has always driven
her to try to do what’s best for the team, encouraging and pushing for improvement and
sportsmanship.
I hope all our team members return to the field next year in some way or another, and enjoy the game
we all love; the game that helps us grow, that drives us to be better, and do better.
Take care all, and stay safe and healthy in the off season.
Players: Raine Brown, Taylor Budin, Georgii Carlile-Stewart, Zoe Crye, Melanie Dighton,
Bethany Dyson, Sarah Ellis, Jane Florey, Melissa Frost, Chelsea Jones,
Ashley Liubertas, Jessica Taylor, Jessica Thomas, Rebecca Webb, Tenille Weir
Coach: Jessica Taylor

Manager: Tenille Weir

All Age Women/5
Some players new, some players old, no players borrowed, most players blue (you know - that nice
shade of bruising), marrying wonderfully into an enthusiastic and well spirited group. Witty and
intelligent, every training training session brought out engaging conversation, educating the coach,
mostly, as well as development of football skills and game structure. Each player brought their own
energy to the team, playing their brand of football, yet giving it their best to improve their technique
and skill - you are never too old to learn, right?
Supporting each other against all opposing teams stacked with speedy and overqualified players, the
team always played a good game, with integrity (regularly saying it how it is, mostly saying it
respectfully) and a positive energy which confused the "win at all costs" opposition to no end - why
would you not be happy playing football? Despite a disrupted season, there were many memorable
moments on the football field. It has been fun ladies.
Congratulations ladies. Champions of O30W.
Players: Alison Billiards, Rachel Collyer, Linda Cooper, Candice Dundas, Susan Dunn,
Izanda Ford, Eva Gerencer, Megan Gilchrist, Annette Harrop, Felicity Hitchon, Cheryl
Lynch, Jane Manners, Sharon Morgan, Donna Patterson, Julia Richardson,
Louise Sutcliffe
Coach: Iain Lynch

Manager: Alison Billiards
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Intermediate Men/1 Black
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
Players: Jack Graham, Andrew Graham, Muhammad Ahmed, Riley Fryer, Orlando Gilbert,
Harsh Gill, Adrien Enzo Gleeson, Jack Graham, Joseph Iversen, Gus Langworthy,
Luke Major, Benjamin Mallin, Bernie Miall, Reece Preston, Zac Scoble, Seyon Shan,
Suresh Shan, Luke Springett
Coach: Jack Graham

Manager: Andrew Graham

Intermediate Men/1 White
What a year! It was exciting from the start - the boys wanted to just have fun and have a kick around
for the season, so I recommended to Nepean that the lads be placed into a Division 2 competition this
season. Nepean graded this team into the Division 1 competition, I gave them
the news in their first training session, and they took it in their stride.
The boys came together to have fun and they did, a very talented bunch of players that formed
together under extreme circumstances to present themselves each weekend at games with dignity
and respect. Each and every weekend the team came together to represent Springwood FC and
played their hearts out every time, making each parent within the team so proud of them all.
The team had players out injured from the get go, starting with 18 players and ending up with ten due
to injuries, de-registrations and personal issues, but each time they took to the field, they played with
heart, soul and determination to succeed.
It was a hard season for the lads: not many wins, but they will always be winners to me as their coach,
because they never gave up; they were always respectful and dedicated to supporting me and the
Club this season. Thank you gentleman.
Players: Costa Alexiou, Tom Allport, Lyam Grayson, Diesel Moore, Liam Turnbull,
Matthew Ward
Coach: Chris Batchelor

All Age Men/ Waratah League 1
What a season. As soon as the season started, the team hit the ground running, straight into training,
learning new drills and getting match fit, ready for the season ahead.
The team and I knew it was going to be a very competitive competition this season and the team was
keen to make their mark in the league. From the first game, the players adjusted to working together
as a team, they built new friendships and became stronger each week. The team had a very strong
combination from the keeper, the mids, to the forwards - every member of the team put in so much
effort, showed dedication and respect to all their teammates, and especially to the coaching and
managing staff.
Before Covid surprised us once again, and we were put into the dreaded lockdown, the teams’ results
were eight wins, one draw and two loses. The team was sitting a pretty good second on the table, one
point behind the front runners - it was a fantastic result.
The team has developed into a strong competitive squad, they have stepped up each and every time
to each and every challenge thrown at them throughout the season.
I am looking forward to coaching the team again in season 2022, to experience more highlights,
achievements, friendships and possibly a premiership.
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Thank you to our sponsors, players, parents, and our awesome managing staff who have supported
the team throughout our 2021 journey.
Players: Cameron Flaherty, Daniel Smith, Thomas Lynch, Mitchell Duncan, Bradley Demmitt,
Marcus Harrison, Ciaran Doyle, Connor Thorpe, Zachary Comfort, Ethan Szmytka,
Ben Paul, Jack Hawkins, Jack Djunja, Jeremy Walker
Coach: Pete Dempsey

Manager: Cameron Jeffery

Assistant Coach: Chris Batchelor

All Age Men/ Waratah League Reserves
What a great start to the year; the players got stuck into the season from get go, playing for the first
time in the Waratah League was going to be a challenge for the lads as such a young squad, but they
were excited and ready for the challenge.
They came out of the starting blocks ready to go, each player putting in so much effort in each game,
coming from behind in some games to win and being gracious in defeat at other times.
Each and every player accomplished so much from the season and it was a credit to all those in the
team from the results, the team was sitting in fourth spot before the Covid lockdown this season, a
fantastic result.
Pete, Batch and the management staff are looking forward to coaching/managing the team once again
in season 2022.
We would like to thank Michelle and Cameron for their exceptional management of the teams this
season also a big thankyou to our sponsors, parents and players.
Players: Jesse Wood, Samuel Edwards, Brendan Fowler, Ethan Power, Zac Grima,
Hannan Lewsley, Andrew Davey, Oliver Alves-Jones, Lachlan Fellowes, Dylan
O'Flanagan, Daniel Neale, Brenton Jeffery, Ollie Davidson, Alec Chapman, Olias
Heslip-Morgan, Isaac Mason
Coach: Pete Dempsey

Manager: Michelle Wood

Assistant Coach: Chris Batchelor

All Age Men/2
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
Players: Ford Atkins, Dominic Bailey, Chris Bartush, Pat Bartush, Mark Chie, Stuart Cooke,
Ashley Dickson, Marc Elysee, Luke Hall, Jack Hunter, Nick Kramhoft, Mitchell Lynch,
Lucas Magennis, Max McIlvride, Zachary McIlvride, Owen Miller, Dylan O'Brien,
Alex O'Connor, Max Peake, Dean Southern, Samuel Timbs
Coach: Pat Bartush

Manager: Mitchell Lynch
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All Age Men/5
Man, what a crazy, turbulent season we had!
A brand new team made our start of the season slower, but once we got going, it was too insane!
Covid saved the rest of the competition as they weren’t ready for this unbelievably skilled team who
had built this new unbreakable bond and chemistry!
Of course, another interrupted season with Covid, our busy schedules, injuries left right and centre,
but I’m so happy and so proud to have coached and played with you boys!
Thank you guys, for making my job so enjoyable, making training and game days the highlights of my
week! To the times and seasons ahead – cheers!
Players: Jacobus Boeser, Daniel Bradshaw, Leo Campaner, Liam Clifford, Simon Hoffmann,
Connor Hurley, Thomas Keith, Max Ong, Maxwell Peters, Lachlan Reeves,
Riley Sophokleous, Riley Thompson, Alexander Toth, Jarrah Tuckerman, Kyron Vella,
Aidan Willis, Jarrod Wilson, Daniel Zucak
Coach: Riley Sophokleous

Manager: Maxwell Peters

All Age Men/6
Well lads, Season 2021 will forever be know as 'The Season of Missed Opportunities'.
There was Tommy's dream of his Testimonial Season, capped by the honor of walking away from his
50th Birthday Bash put on by SUFC at the field of dreams with Golden Boot in hand. We were going to
achieve glory and relive the halcyon days of a bygone era when we were at the peak of our footballing
talent. Matt's ambition for Goal of the Season.
Instead we were robbed, all of this was taken from us by Covid and a 20-year-old scoring six goals a
game that no longer wants to play for Barcelona, instead playing AAM9 with mates in Glenmore Park
AAM9 - well done champ.
With defeat of our footballing egos at hand we still had our dignity, dreams of untapped boundless
talent, and ability to defeat a German drinker at the weekly Sunday Lagerfest. Thanks Browny, great
work.
But alas, chins up lads, we still have Mad Matt's Sunday Sloshfest and Season 2022 to look forward to
where we can once again strap on the boots, pack the Dencorub, copious amounts of strapping, and
coldy holder into the kit bag and say 'hurray love see you this arvo, just popping out for a game of
footy, won’t be long' and stagger home at 5pm for Sunday night lounge sessions.
Thanks Crispy, sorry, 250 word counts can’t give you the praise you deserve!
You're a great bunch of lads to play and party with, see you in Season 2022!
Players: Christopher Blackwell, Mitchell Brown, Adam Bullock, Eoin Durkin, Jarad Ferrara,
Mark Ferrara, Terry Frost, Christopher Gilchrist, Tom Goudis, Craig Harrison,
Mark Jensen, Iain Lynch, Russell Perkins, Christian Shaw, Nigel Stubbs,
Robin Sutton, Scott Swindle, Jason Thomas, Matthew Witton
Coach: Christian Shaw

Manager: Christopher Gilchrist
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All Age Men/7
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
Players: Harrison Bernays, Liam Carvasiglia, Marx Carvasiglia, Bailey Ellis, Graeme Ellis,
Louis Heritage, Samuel Heritage, Jeremy Hume, Timothy Hurley, Joshua Jacka,
Scott Jacka, Brendan Kazarian, Brady Leehy, Ryan Leehy, Sean Leehy,
Samuel Lockwood, Kenneth Nightingale, Ryan Nightingale, David Roach,
Bryce Skinner, Joshua Smith
Coach: Lachlan Leehy

Manager: Graeme Ellis

All Age Men/9
The 2021 season saw a number of returning players with the addition of some new faces to the team.
We had a bit of a mixed season with some good wins, some hard losses, and a number of draws
which saw us sitting in fourth and building some good form when the lockdown ended the season
early.
Hope to see everyone back again next season!
Players:

Adam Blundell, Michael Brown, Brendan Burke, Zachary Carvasiglia,
Michael Ferguson, Ben Frazer, James Glasson, Jacob Harding, Cyrus Jou, Aaron Kay,
Miles
Lidster,
Giles
McLoughlin,
Mark
Mcloughlin,
Sean
Mcloughlin,
James Meijnderts, Christian Peil, Shannon Routh, Benjamin Sibley, Norman Walsh

Coach: Mark Mcloughlin

Manager: Sean Mcloughlin

Over 35/1
Another season passes with this fantastic group of players. With games few and far between, the
times we did grace the fields was enjoyable. The spirit and camaraderie within our team is what brings
us back and is the reason we play. Unfortunately, the season was to end with the finish line just in
sight.
We’ll look back on the season as one that could have been………
Hope to see an uninterrupted season in 2022!!
Players:

Joshua Buggy, Dean Constable, Kaan Davies, Guilherme De Souza,
Michael Haberman, Robert Haberman, Tim Hayman, Peter Henderson, David Hoare,
Scot Johnson, Timothy Kelly, Christopher Meek, Jarrod Nash, Brian Rojas,
Jason Sciberras, Stephen Seymour, Craig Small, Evan Stanford

Coach: Steven Seymour

Manager: William Seymour

Over 35/2
No doubt some team reports will be redolent with the tinge of regret at the opportunities missed by a
cruelly shortened season. Soul stirring victories, a surge towards the finals, one hand on a trophy with
the other reaching to secure the prize - that's how things were no doubt looking for some teams in the
Club.
At the risk of incurring the wrath and indignation of my team mates, I'm going to offer the polite
suggestion that our season was not going in quite that direction. Until the cessation of play, we did
have one soul stirring victory that I recall. We were not exactly surging towards the finals - sputtering
like an old Datsun perhaps - and the trophy was there to look at, but probably not to touch.
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However, the mere fact that we sign up to play O35 football means we are not true citizens of reality.
Every season starts with hope, every game with promise. A stirring half time talk might swing a game.
This was a team of affable and amiable blokes, some of whom seem to have been playing since
shortly after the Club was founded, others newly minted and full of the enthusiasm that will take years
of senior football to dampen.
The dry humour, the banter, and ever so subtle sledging is alone worth turning up for each week those ten minutes before kick off when anything still seems possible. Thank you fellows, for a short but
entertaining season.
Players: Jose Caraballo, Michael Clague, Jeancarlo Claudino, David Costello, Jonathon Duck,
Mark Gabriel, Terry Grantham, Chris Hurley, Trevelian Mason, Peter Monnink,
Ciaran O'Flanagan, Tony Pipe, Barry Salisbury, Michael Skinner, Andrew Smith, Mark Tandy,
Robert Taylor, Byron Walker
Coach: Michael Skinner

Manager: Tony Pipe
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SUFC Competitive Teams Summary 2021
(Results as at 06 August 2021 when Season 2021 was abandoned)
Team

Position

P

W

D

L

GF

GA

GD

PTS

U12 Girls Div 1

2

13

7

5

1

26

4

22

26

23
7

-16
4

9
21

U12 Girls Div 2

5

U12 Mixed Div 1

2

12
11

2
6

3
3

5
2

7
11

U12 Mixed Div 2

2

11

8

2

1

47

9

38

26

U12 Mixed Div 3

6

12

3

4

5

36

26

10

13

U12 Mixed Div 5

3

11

6

1

4

24

21

3

19

U13 Girls Div 1

1

12

7

3

0

53

9

44

24

U13 Boys Div 1 Black

1

12

7

2

1

33

11

22

23

2

13

6

4

2

25

16

9

22

U13 Boys Div 3

4

11

3

2

4

20

17

3

11

U14 Girls Div 1

4

13

2

4

7

17

31

-14

10

U14 Girls Div 2

8

12

1

2

9

12

49

-37

5

U13 Boys Div 1 White

U14 Boys Div 1 Black

1

13

10

2

1

49

20

29

32

U14 Boys Div 1 White

9

13

1

2

10

10

49

-39

5

U15 Boys Div 1

3

12

5

2

5

21

20

1

17

U15 Boys Div 3

7

12

1

1

8

6

57

-51

4

U16 Girls Div 2

2

14

7

4

1

27

9

18

25

U16 Boys Div 1

4

11

4

1

4

17

14

3

13
17

U16 Boys Div 2

4

11

5

2

4

18

19

-1

Intermediate Mens Div 1 Black

3

12

2

3

6

14

22

-8

9

Intermediate Women Div 1

5

12

3

5

4

19

28

-9

14

All Age Women Ruby League

2

13

6

5

2

19

11

8

23

All Age Women Div 4

7

14

3

3

8

26

48

-22

12

All Age Women Div 5 (O30W)

9

14

1

3

8

2

27

-25

6

All Age Men Waratah 1st Grade

2

11

8

1

2

38

5

23

25

All Age Men Waratah Reserve

4

12

4

4

4

22

22

0

16

All Age Men Div 2

8

14

2

6

6

19

28

-9

12

All Age Men Div 5

6

14

4

5

5

30

28

2

17

All Age Men Div 6

5

12

5

4

3

19

20

-1

19

All Age Men Div 7

8

14

2

4

8

14

36

-22

10

All Age Men Div 9

4

14

5

5

4

34

29

5

20

O35 Men Div 1

1

13

8

5

0

55

8

47

29

O35 Men Div 2

5

12

3

3

6

8

18

-10

12
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PERPETUAL AWARDS 2021
The Nursery Award (U5-7)

Brady Bowman (U7 Bears)

The Mini-Matilda Award (U8-11 Girls)

Eva Atkinson (U11G/1)

The Little Legends Award (U8-11 Boys)

Charlie Lyne (U10 Blue)

Andy Howard Trophy (Most Outstanding U12-18 Player)

Darcy Weston (U15/1)

Most Outstanding Junior Girl Player (U12-18)

Madison Jenkins (U14G/1)

Trevor Pride Goalkeeper’s Trophy (U10-18 Goalkeepers)

Owen Long (U15/1)

Matt Dyer Trophy (Most Outstanding Striker U12 – AA & O35)

Jordan Goad (U16/1)

The Harrop Family Senior Women’s Player of the Year

Kahra Hutchings (Ruby League)

Bill Seymour Trophy (IMM – AAM Player)

Connor Thorpe (Waratah League 1)

Robert Stubbs Goalkeeper’s Trophy (Senior Goalkeepers)

Stevie Coleman (Ruby League)

Paul Bryden Trophy (Most Outstanding O35 Player)

Mick Haberman (O35/1)

Lee Kol Trophy for the Most Successful Coach

(Not Awarded)

BMCC Shield for the Highest Placed AA Team

(Not Awarded)

Junior Clubman

Harrison Stevens

GE Watson Trophy Senior Clubman

Stephen Peters

LIFE MEMBERS
LIFESuzanne
MEMBERS
Malcolm Ackerman,
Ackerman,

Craig Adams,

Karen Alexander, Carol Bain, Leigh Banks, Alan Barnes, Christopher Bird,
Malcolm Ackerman, Suzanne Ackerman, Craig Adams, Karen Alexander,
Jan Brain, Gary Bramwell, Paul Bryden (Dec), Julian Chapman, David Cook,
Carol Bain, Leigh Banks, Alan Barnes, Christopher Bird, Jan Brain,
Ken Dufty, Shane Fell, Richard Ford, Terry Frost, Chris Gilchrist, Tom Goudis,
Gary Bramwell, Paul Bryden (Dec), Julian Chapman, David Cook, Ken Dufty,
Eric Gray (Dec), Andrew Harrop (Dec), Annette Harrop, Melissa Holdsworth,
Shane Fell, Richard Ford, Terry Frost, Chris Gilchrist, Tom Goudis,
Jason Holman, Jean Hoppitt (Dec), Francis (Andy) Howard (Dec), Robert Howard,
Eric Gray (Dec), Andrew Harrop (Dec), Annette Harrop, Melissa Holdsworth,
Peter Howe, Dennis Israil, Steve Jones, Tim Kelly, Dee Kol, Lee Kol,
Jason Holman, Jean Hoppitt (Dec), Francis (Andy) Howard (Dec), Robert
Martin Kol, Robert Kol, Lyn Leggett, Debbie McKay, David Morgan,
Howard, Peter Howe, Dennis Israil, Steve Jones, Tim Kelly, Dee Kol, Lee Kol,
Judy Morgan, Geoff Muddle, Grant Nicholls, Hazel O'Brien, Trevor Pride,
Martin Kol, Robert Kol, Lyn Leggett, Debbie McKay, David Morgan, Judy
Arthur Pull, Scott Rixon, David Sandford, Shirley Seymour, Stephen Seymour,
Morgan, Geoff Muddle, Grant Nicholls, Hazel O'Brien, Trevor Pride, Arthur Pull,
William Seymour, Bruce Smith, Tania Smith, Evan Stanford, Kevin Toohey,
Gavin Waters
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SPONSORS 2021
From all the members of SUFC, thank you to our Season 2021 sponsors.

